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Rev. C. K. Ketehan of the
M. E. Church, will arrive at
Si
no Aug 8th and take charge
lie has
f i a Solano circuit.
in
charge Ray Carr, the contractor ! '
appointed
to
the
duly
l.m
the
buiklinp:
of
charg-- of the
by Dr. S. A. Bright Diat, Supt,
new Lumber Shed of Roberts &
of tha English M. M. Conference
concreta
OLver Co. has the
foundation all in and has started
which is
'1 ho Liberty
Garage has ae-- on the super structure
and model of tl.2
r.bnnt- ihfi si
ted the agency for Chevolet
Floershelm Co. lumber shed.
tar and will get a carload of
It faces north and fronts the
cars about Aug 10th.
Several
residence.
Willcox
to be
are
buildings
smaller
other
:
will be
it
md
lots
the
on
erected
The Roy Red Cross sent the
big institution when
last shipment of Refugee gar- quite a
comqleted.
ments to Divison Headquarters
:
Wednesday. There will be no
more work until September.
G. Kitchell has the three bi;r
business rooms in the Foster
Tim Reruibliean Senators are Block, roofed, enclosed on threo
about sides, some floor laid and most
doing a lot of howlm
ions before they adopt of the lathing done and the porch
W. W. Cihstrap aiiks us to rend tho, pcace Treaty.
We know or metal awning, ail np.
to .;.
Jieinuon (.1 they will do a lot howling until
the
The buildings ; cover all but
(' uld, Oklalioma. who is intcr-- : the last minute and then vote
three lots of the entire front of
ted in this country and wants
i eij .
the block and comprises tea
koíiví;
on.
whats
know
i
business rooms, w'ith more to be
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oil-wi-

this country,
help develope
which in the course of ten or
fifteen years will be as prosperous as some of the eastern
states and land will be worth
just as much as their land is.
We believe Unit mere is jmi
as
as jrood prospects here for oil
Standthe
there is any where for
ard Oil Co is leasing ah Use land
they can and (lrillir.fi several
test veils. It looks like there
must he oil in this part of the
state for the Geoglists of the
Standard Oil must have found
indications of oil or they would
not be drilling today.
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The Snorty Gobbler Oil anuGa.-Co:v;Oinyof (renvüle, N. M.
has huill a derriek and are nov
setting up the machinery to.drill
t!iü first test well near' Clayton
tl
o uní
that the
!:
hit the
th
The m
stil
wed there 1
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Rev. O. W. Hearti preached built later.
Gray and family arrived
splendid, modern sermons
two
'Sunday from Faycttvil'e Ark.
In the morning he dis
Sunday.
v. hore T.Ii. Grr.y went- to spend
P
i
it.,. pro- 1.1
Mills and Solano played a five
He assume charge ci.sseu me quesuou yi
U,.:, vccat!on
,
:
Pnt
fbn
..
1.;.. mM r.f lhr v.; A. .1.1
game afterwards, which
inning
.uv vvyv,
nviiu.. iui
iif tl'o 1'cv O' r'0t, wmcn is
UI,..1
i
.i
aúvcruseu wan rather interesting as Mills
and in the even Jig
old pillion.
Biiiiply'wa'.kid all over So- sci mon "Safeguards of our De just
and it was getting laie so
Rev. W, R. Dawn will fill his mcctacy". Such sermons are in
regular r.r.;x.ntmení at the line wlih advanced thinking and thev could rotlinkn.
a )layer on
Ihp'M Church Sunday rsorning more cf them will do much to Claude Ucashears
by a
struck
the Mills team was
the world-idebrine: about
r.r1 evenimr Aug ."rd.
tomach,
in
Kú
the
to toward Which Christianity has file ball and
i
(
u
eV
wind out of
knocked
the
denomination-'which
while
irg striven
to
ahsm litis, as lung retarded its.hiiu and rendered him unable
i'play afterwards.
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L. N. DeV'ee;:e, of Mostmcro! Come in and rest and
open to
is
:r:s pure bared a tractor whh The i.ee riding room
the Ilvd Cross ro m-- a
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they get the wheat in the :taek
ia such short time.
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of his houses which the principal
of the Roy Schools Prof. 0. 0.
Graham will live in.
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VV ;)ii !)Ui H
A IV.lo'.iO (;l VI
i :; u;i to th.) hilt.
'j lir.l I? the w.-.he cn;i the i Una-tii.t- i
l;iil:iy. 'Wo must citlit'r," lio atii.i,
'tie r: hie covenant of pw.u or

"War

Is

f.i

ntasrl Roani
of

for-

libs-riy.-

urdir.''

a murdiircr," ho eaid, "1 wan
i holner of murJcr. When thi crisis
liut it H ah
oíiíüo v.e all took

The bblitm is away this week
helping hi. F. Iv;y harvest his
r.iurJer."
wheat. Wo are afraid he liluS lie M.r.in. War
"WTiat 'fio you mean Ity murder."
the harve it so well that he will
"1 im;an killing peopl;."
want to go threshing, which we
Küliníí pcopl( to protect the
dont want hhn' to do.
of tho pooitle?"
1m

inler-sst.- s

teacher for

A

public school,

month.

V.

wmres

a
KIDO E'nor

J. Laumbaeti
Roy, N. M.'

"Kilii";; anybody or anything. 1
lon't know what else war b. War ia
liuraVr. There ia a far bettor way."
"Wlitit is Iho lio'ter way?"
"Why, to educate people. To teach
hem to think for U'eiiuiclvES."
A long exa initiation was conducted
.vhlch sought to quiz Mr. Ford concern-n;- ;

viewa on history, based on a
which ho once made that "I
wouldn't bIvo five cents (or all tho his.
ton-- ever wriUo.a."
"I (:eii'ltr.iink much mor. of it now
han I did then," testified Mr. Ford.
"Tho war showed U'j that, history
lidn't laKt a week. All the things t!ir-oi l na would happen di.lti't liappon.
They Merit ahead, lcnowiii.t; wliat war
aieant, and made the Batne mistakes
.1! over aitain.
The history wo writo
I'm
oclay i iho thins that count.3.
rot inlerested in yesterday."
b.h)

The Sheepmen around Roy are lemark

bringing in their wool this week
and disposing of it at a fair
price.

anything i a the
f;r;:ft'ire line! If you do b at
Biv.vn's sale Aug 7th.
Do you need

Wcilberib, who has
stacked wheat alter a header for
The Flag of Nations.
years iu several states says this
mué li discussed flag oí a Lcagaj
season's caching here outclasses jf The
Nations, which, It has been staled
anything he ever saw when i Mr. Kord was luivin;; made la his facmes t heavy work and a long tory before tho United States entered
brought Into court. Tha
vm ofit. He has stacked until tho war, was
Mmony developed tho fact (cat Mr.
'
ho will be glad to g3t thru with
of
the
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ife took ten dairy cows in the
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s cm: trade and is planning to lnü.1 a
for
'time'
the
thsy,
that
u. v.m time bad
riDjtiiew g;ii;t",e t.ii ui-- rue
seen.
too
:u.:eh
cae:
invest il'
i, r c,f nniv !ar"er. and will
consist
vefrcshmcnts
Dainty
and
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property
Key
town
in
vil
were
ettbe
frtrndng with this year's wheal ing of iee e e on mil
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s rved.
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Mrs. Idyra

the Fuirvmw I'barmaey.

er.ee new sales lady at the Hoy 'Tradbeen ing G sloiv, sueeeiding id sí
ran eh bil:a Ovn wlio resigns.
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Thud Wade is the new eh

0. PeFives is the

Lhs. Will Güfírap and children
last Thursday from her
i V
i
darang by
i in i t t w h
Oklahoma.'
in
Tha young mei of Solano visit
will prodaee
more simiKul
and bring- ford
Texas
Mil
.1
r...:
wav- of
ue i uiyu u.u n
nava i.....
i.
of
a all team that will compete
younger
Jive
the
g
Fourth of July
Rain fell Tuesday rmd Wcdnes built for the
with c.ny team in the state.
.
i
v.
a
v.
in sectimis Mr. J. .
the nv of this week that has inter bration and stored it
The trr.vd that wtno-seLdna, Cuy, Cecdand
down in amc-Edi- th
laid
If its so that it can be
to Ka
game Sunday were well ideaed, fered with the harvest.
and used fa-- open Ix,n, which m aUuitton
they will have a chance to wit- not one thing its another that few minutes
been
whj
hcic
have
and Ernest
tr(1nce.,
on tho causes delays.
inter-...- ..
very
ness another fast
a
makes
year
past
the
these
The firt of a series of
local diamond Sunday between
?.r. Wade has
Citing family.
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,,.11 no
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s
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R. A. Fendleton
Roy and Clayton. The- Claytm
field of
bill team have not lost a game heading the
farm Solano and each alternate Satur acres, i.om
this season and the Hoy hoys are wheat en the C. L. Justice
during the Shop where he is employed and
thereafter
the ,i:v
of
one
is
It
Roy.
of
game
east
this
for
hard
practicing
they are a verry hajw
r and fall. All who er,iand
on the mesa.
rcak the,
and will attempt to
family
in beaig
joy dancing are invitad to attend
Clayton team's winning streak.
separation.
music and a year's
L. A.' Brown Sale Aug 7th these events. Good
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Mrs. Paul Plank is recovering: commercial conization.
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visit
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.expects
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rapidly imd we think that if
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V0REIGN

CONDENSATION
OF FRESH NEWS
DISIMPORTANT
THE LATEST
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRI8P PARAGRAPHS.

STORY OF THE WEEK
OF
SHOWING THE PROGRESS
AND
IN
OWN
OUR
EVENTS
FOREIGN LANDS.
Waiters Niwipiptr Union News Service

WESTERN
e
Attempting a descent from an
at an estimated altitude of 3,000
feet, Edward F. Thompson was Instantly killed near Fresno, Calif., when
the parachute failed to open.
A man, stumbling headlong downstairs, at Nevada City, Calif., struck
William Bluett, who was passing 0:1
the sidewalk. The falling man. suffered a few hruises, but liluett died
of a broken back after the collision.
Five persons were killed and a sixth
so badly injured that his life Is despaired of when nn lnterurban electric
car ran into an automobile at a railroad crossing four miles north of
Nampa, Idaho, ou the
electric line.
Forested areas In the eastern section of the Thunder mountain region
of southern Idaho are a cauldron of
smoke, and there is no way to rt!unte
bow many new fires are eating Into)
the timber of that region underneath
the hazy pall.
A bench warrant has bca Issued at
Lincoln, Neb., by the clerk of tt:s Supreme Court commanding Warden
Fenton of the state penitentiary to
electrocute Allen V. Crammer within
the walls of the prison between the
hours of 0 a. 111. and 6 p. m. Sept. 19
air-plan-

Bolse-Xamp-

a

ext.
One man suspected of being a highwayman is dead, two others were seri-

ously Injured and Detective Jaraei
Britton, former chief of police, probably was fatally wounded following a
pistol fight between detectives and
robber suspects in a restaurant at
Sioux City, Iowa.
Governor Olcott of Oregon lias re
fused to call a session of the Oregon
Legislature to ratify the national woman suffrage nmendment, except on
condition that a majority of the mem
bers of both houses voluntarily request
fcuch a session and agree to bear their

France amy again be put on bread
rations In September, It Is said, because of a possible wheat shortage.
Two British minesweepers collided
with mines off the Estimulan coast'
and one was sunk, according to word
reaching Ilelslngfors. It is estimated
that thirty-silives were lost.
Will F. Archibald, who handled the
first cable message ever sent across
the Atlantic, addressed by the late
Queen Victoria to the President of the
Tnlted States, is dead at Nanalmo, B.
C. He was 81 years old and had been
a telegrapher since the age of 14.
All reserves of the French army including the class of 1917 will be demobilised by the middle of October, according to plans completed by the government and published in Paris. There
would remain in service members of
the classes of 1918, 1919 and 1020.
Japanese newspapers announce that
three brothers-in-laof Emperor Yoshlhlto will soon visit the United
States, Great Britain and France for
military inspection.
They will stay
abroad for about three years. The 1m
perial travelers are Princes Kltushlra- kawa, Asaka and Hlgashl Kimi.
Replying to a question In the House
of Commons, Dr. Frederick G. Keliaway, parliamentary secretary to the
ministry of supply, said the government wns considering
all
the sources of oil supply within the
empire with a view to preventing establisliment of a world oil inonoply by
financiers
Twelve hundred sacks of mail for
Germany, the first to be sent to that
country since the United Stales entered the war, were carried by the
Scandinavian-Americaline steamship
United States, which sailed from New
York for Copenhagen. From Denmark
the mail will be sent overland to Ger
x

n

many.
d

lists.

SPORT

Leo Houck of Seattle and "Young"
Cyclone" Brown of San Francisco
'fought ten rounds to a draw at Phoe
nix. They are lightweights.
Frank Bnrrleu of San Francisco waa
given the decision after a twelve-rounboxing match at Boise, Ida., with Al
Sommers, a fighter recently released
from the army.
Tommy Carter, lightweight champion
of the Southern department, United
States army, won the decision over
Otto Wallace of Milwaukee in a fif
own expense.
bout staged at Fort Bliss.
Mystery surrounded the killing of The fight was fast all the way and the
Lieut Fltzroy K. Simpson at Kansas decision a close one.
City. Police believed the slayer fired
GENERAL
through nervousness, as Miss Hall said
Chicago's weirdest tragedy occurred
lie f.hot without warning. Ordered
when
a giant dirigible balloon, the
from an electric coupe, in which he
army style blimp to visit the city,
vas riding with Miss Evelyn Hall, first
caught fire and hurtled through the
Simpson was shot by a highwayman,
skylight of the Illinois Trust and Sav
although he offered no resistance.
ings Bank, killing 12 persons, injuring
A man who said he was Thomas twenty-eigh- t
and turning the counting
Moreno, 36 years old, but who was ar- room of the bank into a charnel Ihhis-- i
rested as being Tom Gaetano, alias of horror.
Tom Ascultto, charged with being ImA campaign will soon be launched
plicated in a robbery at the Wlnslow by
s
In this country
Manufacturing Company's offices In to raise at least $35,000,000 for
the
Chicago two years ago, when the
relief of war sufferers In Germany
were
cashier and guard of the office
according to a
and German-Austrikilled, has been arrested at San Diego, decision
reached at a mass meeting in
Cal.
New York. The meeting was attended
by about 000 prominent citizens of
WASHINGTON
Representative J. W. Itagsdale of German ancestry.
South Carolina dropped dead at the
The death of Patrick Cudahy, mil
office of Dr. Hooe in Washington.
lionaire packer of Milwaukee, brother
ships to the of Edward A. Cudahy, president of the
Deliveries of twenty-on- e
Shipping Board during the week end- Cudahy Packing Company, one of the
ing July 18th brought the total since five great packing firms of Chicago,
the United States entered the war to removed the third of the Cudahy bro1,111, of 4,000,803 gross tons. Of the thers whose rise to great wealth and
grand total, 806 of 3,379,026 gross tons Influence made one of the remarkable
w ere steel.
The others were wood and chapters of the history of Western
business.
composite.
d

teen-roun- d

German-American-

"Sorry to leave you, but the mosquitoes have become too dumed aggressive," said a note left for tfie jailer by two minor offenders who escaped
from the county Jail at Willows, Calif.
Two million pounds of horse and
mule shoes comprise the latest. Item
of surplus material to be offered for
sale by the War Department. Sealed
proposals will be opened August 14th.
No bid will be accepted for less than

Thirteen thousand ounces of platinum have been sold by the ordnance
department of the army, it was an
nounced in New York. The mineral

at

$105 an ounce.
The bill providing ratification of the
Susan B. Anthony suffrage amendment
to the federal constitution wns defeated by the Georgia Senate by a vote
of 30 to 9. The Senate not only defeated the ratification bill, but voted
100 kegs.
down an effort to have the question
Two gigantic ocean liners, larger submitted to. the people of Georgia at
than any ships now afloat, and de- the next general White primary by a
signed to cross the Atlantic in four vote of 30 to 12.
The War Department has sold to the
days, are to be built by the Shipping
States Sugar Equalization
Board. They will be 1,000 feet long United
and of thirty knots speed, and will be Board 87,000,000 pounds of refined suequipped for use as commerce destroy- gar, it wns announced in New York by
George A. Zabrlskle, president of the
ers in the event of war.
Carrying increased appropriations board, who declared there is "abundance" of raw sugar in the country,
eduand
for the rehabilitation
that retail prices should not exceed 11
cation of disabled soldiers, sail- cents a pound and that there Is no need
and
ors
marines,
the
of hoarding. Mr. Zabrlskle declared
sundry civil appropriation bill that the refineries now are working
was passed by the Senate. It now goes night and day and that their combined
to the President, who vetoed the orig- output of 41,175,000 pounds a day Is
inal bill because it limited funds for being put Into domestic channels of
training wounded service men.
trade.
A soda fountain has replaced tbs
Sentences imposed on American solduring the war famous old bar In the Hotel Waldorf-Astoridiers by courts-martiwould aggregate about 28,000 years,
where political fortunes have
Senator Cbemberlaln of Oregon, rank- been made and unmade for many decing Democratic member of the Senate ades and where many big baseball
Military Affairs Committee, declared deals have been concluded. The first
in introducing a bill in the Senate pro- day's receipts were more than $300.
viding for the restoration of military
Gen. Franchet D'Esperey, commandrank and granting of amnesty to sol- er of the allied forces in the Near
diers, sailors and marines so sen- East, announces that he Is preparing
tenced.
to advance upon Budapest, the HunXeggmen blew the safe in a postof- garian capital, with 150,000 troops.
fice on the outskirts of the national The army is made up of French col
capital and got a haul of $1,000 in onials, Rumanians,
Ital
cash :md war saviDgs stamps.
ians and Hungarians.
sold

$013,-000,0-

Jugo-Slav-

WANT BELA
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MARKET
Wastarn Newspaper Union Kews Service
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fair.....

6.00
8.60

hora

Nswsaapsr Union News Service.
COMING EVENTS.
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HUNGARIANS

WARNED

.I22.2022.TI

Sheep.
Lamba, fat aprlngera, good
to cholea
18.50017.25
Lamba, fat, aprlngera, fair
to rood
16.0018.B0
Yearlings
8.6010.00
Ewes,
good to choice
8.60
7.75
(ahum)
Dressed Poultry.
The following: prices on dreaaed
try are net F. O. B. Denver:
Turkeya, No. la
Turkeya, old toma
Turkeya, choice
Hen, lb
27
Ducks, young22
Oeeae

Kooatora

18
14

Hena

Live Poultry.
Turkeya, I lba. or over
Ducklings
goal Ins a
Broilers, 191

26

Cox

10

Eire, strictly

poul35

"

'0
30
28
24
20
15

28
27
25
25
46

J12

Erra.

freah, caaa

Hutter.

Creamerlea, ex. lat grade,
Creameries, 2d grade.
Proreas kutter
Hacking stock

J10.2510.5

lb..6656
61
60

40041

Fruit.

Applea, Colo., box
;. .88.0004.00
Apricots, crate
i.002.60
Cantaloupea. pony, crate .... 2.00)2.60
Gooseberries, crate
2.6003.00
Peaches. Colo., box.
1.60 Q 2.00
Raspberries, crate
2.2603.00
Strawberries. Colo., pts., crt. 6.6006.00
Vegetables.
Asparagus, Colo
$
Beana, Navy, cwt
8.00 0
Ueana, Pinto, cwt
8.600
Beana. Lima, lb
Beana, green, lb
160
Beana, wax, lb
160
8.60U
new.
cwt
Beeta.
Cabbage, new, Colo
2.000
3.60(i
Carrota, new, cwt
60
Celery, Colorado
Cucumbers, h. h., doz
1.860
25 0
Leaf lettuce, li. h., doc
Lettuce, head, doz
600
150
Unions, table, doz
Onions, new, cwt
6.750
Peaa, new, lb
120
Peas, new, Telephone, lb...
4.760
Potatoes, new, Colo
1.6t)(tf
Potatoes, old. cwt
Radishes, long hothouse... .800
Uadlslics, round, hothouse.. .400
Turnips, new, cwt

.16
8.00

4.60
.26

.18
.18
4.00

8.60
4. 00

1.00
2.00

.40
.90
.20
7.00
.15
.10
5.00
2.00
.36
.60

HAY AND GHAIJÍ.

(Prices paid farmers, f. o. b. Denver.
Iiy U. 8. Bureau of Markets.)
Wheat: hard winter, cwt. . I3.8O03.8SK
2.35
Oats, white Neb. No. 3, cwt.
3.45
Vellow corn, No. 3. cwt...
3.40
3,
corn,
No.
Mixed
cwt....
2.50
Feed barley, cwt...
South Park hay No. 2, ton.36.00 037.00
22.00
Alfalfa, No. 1, new, ton...
8.00
:
Straw, ton

to Doaa's.

Arl-ton-

stooped or tried to lift anything, and
at uigiiv me juuney se- cretionB passed frequently
and were scanty and
painful. Specks seemed to
be before my eyes and I
would get dizzy. There
was a puffiness under my
eyes, x couiu see mysen
failing from day to day té
and I finally waa laid up m.
,
irora dune until cseptem- ber. I got Doan't Kid- - "
"I
ney Pilla and used them. I received
relief with the first box and became
stronger every day. I could sleep well
at night and the kidney secretions were
now of natural color. The dizziness
and other troubles disappeared and I
picked up in weight. After I had used
four boxes of Doan't Kidney Pills I
looked and felt like my old self. The
cure seemed a miracle and I firmly believe that my life waa saved by this
remedy."
Sworn to lefore me.
JOHN W. BRÜNS, Notary PuWc.

t

Sandoval county, New Mexico, will
open its first high school this fall In
1'urls, July 28. Commenting on the Bernalillo, thus making It possible for
allied message to the Hungarian poo-pi- the eighth grade graduates to obtain
promising a' lifting of the block- a high school education In their own
county. Sandoval counly Is fortunate
ade and food relief If a government
In having a young and very progresconference
pence
with which the
could deal was substituted for Hip sive superintendent at the head of
the Uelu Kun government, the 1'nrls (heir schools.
Lieutenant Howell Ervlen, Just renewspapers make the point 'that this
action by the Supreme Council is tan- turned from two years overseas, where
he was In almost continuous active
tamount to breaking off all negotiaservice, has been elected superintenCat Dou's at Any Store, 60c a Boa
tions with the Hungarian government
dent of the New Mexico Reform
as at present constituted.
(School, located at Springer, New MexiFOSTERMILBURN CO. BUFFALO. N.Y.
co.
The appointment was made by
I'urls. A strong arraignment; of Iho the board of trustees at a meeting at
present Hungarian government Is con- Springer.
And They Were Happy.
tained In the allied statement just IsThe Santa Fé Forest, under the
Pnt didn't know Just how to pop the
sued In which It was made to the HunmanuKeuient of Supervisor Joseph C
garian people that they could only ob- Klrcher, passed a prosperous year question and appealed to his mother.
tain a removal of the blockade and ending June SO, 1919, for the receipts Then to the girl of bis heart: "Mary,"
receive food supplies If they ousted show an Increase of over 43 per cent snld he, "me mother wants to know
Hela Kun and set up a truly represen- over the fiscal year ending June 30, if ye'll come and live with us always?"
"Go home," said Mary very coyly,
tative government.
The text of the 11)19. The total receipts for 1919 were
"and tell your mother I will." Everystatement follows:
$88,206.20, a gain of $26,541.47 over body's Magazine.
"The allied and associated govern- 1918, when they totaled $61,124.73,
ments are most anxious to arrange a
A disastrous fire swept a portion of
To Have a Clear Sweet Skin.
peace with the Hungarian people and the business district of Fort Sumner,
thus bring to on end a condition of New Mexico, In which the store be- Touch pimples, redness, roughness
things which makes the economic re- longing to Dr. Lovelace, the picture or Itching, if any, with Cutlcura Ointment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
vival of central Europe possible and show owned by Ridley Brothers, and
defeats any attempt to secure sup- buildings belonging to J. It. Law, Tom and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and
dust on a little Cutlcura Talcum to
plies for Its population.
Murphy, Ben Itldle and Tom Itidle leave a fascinating fragrance on akin.
"These tasks can not even be at- were destroyed.
Several other build- Everywhere 25c each. Adv.
tempted until there Is In Hungary a ings were damaged.
government which represents Its peoPlans for a county demonstration
Hygienic to a Degree.
ple and carries out In the letter farm to be connected with the state
"They are very particular at the
and the spirit the engagements into college or the federal Department of new bakeshop. The girls who wait on
which It has entered with the asso- Agriculture Is the project that the customers have to wear white gloves."
ciated governments.
Luna County Farm Bureau Is now
"Yes, and I'm told they don't even
"None of these conditions Is ful- considering.
The bureau expects to allow the ladyfingers to touch the
filled by the administration of Bela work out a uniform system of Irrigaother cookies." Boston Transcript.
Kun, which has not only broken the tion equipment, farm methods and
armistice lo which Hungary was crop standards and to put these Into
pledged, but Is at this moment actu- practice on a large demonstration
ally attacking a friendly and allied farm.
power.
Of great Interest to the sportsmen
"With this particular aspect of the of the state Is the stocking and requestion It Is for the associated gov- stocking of the streams and lakes of
ernments to deal on their own respon- Arizona with game fish by the state
The excruciating agonies of rheumatism are usually the result of failure of
sibility. If food nnd supplies are to game warden, Joe V. Prochnska.
the kidneys to expel poisons from the
bt. made available, if the blockade is Three million young fish have been
system. If the irritation of these uric
to be removed, If economic reconstruc- ordered from the federal hatcheries
acid crystals is allowed to continue, inInbladder or kidney disease may
curable
In
to
be
planted
peace
to
waters,
Arizona
is
Is
If
to
be
attempted,
tion
result Attend to it at once. Don't
be settled, It can only be done with a cluding such varieties as black bass,
resort to temporary relief. The sick
government which represents the Hun- rainbow trout, salmon trout, mounkidneys must be restored to health by
the use of some sterling remedy which
garian people and not with one that tain trout, Eastern brook trout, speckwill prevent a return of the disease.
led trout, and many other varieties.
rests its authority upon terrorism.
Get some GOLD MEDAL Haarlem.
Miners working on the Globe-Mini"The associated powers think it opOil Capsules immediately. They have
brought
back the joys of life to countportune to add that all foreign occupa- district have received an Increase of
less thousands of sufferers from rheution of Hungarian territory, as de- 7"i cents per day. The new scnle Is
matism, lame hack, lumbago, sciatica,
copper and means
fined by the peace conference, will based on
gall stones, gravel and other affections
of the kidneys, liver, stomach, bladder
cease as soon as the terms of the ar- that miners will receive a minimum
allied organs.
i
and
mistice have, In the opinion of the of $.r).Cr per day. Underground maThey will attack the poisons at once,,
commander-in-chiemen
an
will
chine
receive
additional
satisbeen
nllied
clear out the kidneys and urinary tract
50 cents per day Increase; underand the soothing healing oils and herbs
factorily complied with."
will restore the inflamed tissues and.
ground timbermen will receive 25
organs to normal health.
journeymen
cents
additional,
and
ail
Confesses Killing Child.
All others are imitations. Ask 'for
mechanics will receive 25 cents per
GOLD MEDAL and be sure the name
Chicago
Thomas Fitzgerald, watch,
GOLD MEDAL is on the box.
day In addition to the 75 cents raise.
man at the Virginia hotel, aged 39 and
at all good druggists. Adv.
At the regular luncheon of the
married, bus confessed to the police he
Club at Albuquerque, New MexNot So Bad.
killed little Janet Wilkinson, 6 years
with
"I saw the bridegroom ncross
old, a neighbor's child, by strangling ico, it was agreed to go
tothrowing things at his wife."
her. He accompunled the police to his the Rotary Club In raising $10,000
"Already? What was he throwing-a- t
home and showed them where he bad wards the building of a new strucher the furniture?"
concealed the body beneath some coal ture, for the Department of Hygiene
"No; kisses."
under the basement steps and It was at the university. Six thousand, five
apThe solution of the mys- hundred dollars has already been
recovered.
The Result.
tery, which has stirred Chicago as few propriated by the federal government
"Is your daughter's execution good
police cases have aroused the populace, for the maintenance of the department. It Is expected that work on the on the piano?"
came when Fitzgerald, after five sleepnew building will start In a short
"Well, she mnnages to kill time."
less days and nights culled for .j oftime.
ficer and made his confession.
A mining drill Invented by an Arizona man recently won first place In
Big Welcome for Pershing.
a drilling contest In Nevada against
Washington.
Preparations for the a field of all other makes.
welcome of General Pershing on his reA total of 272 suits have been filed
turn home are being mude by both at Tombstone, Arizona, In the Bisbee
Congress and the War Department, deportation cases. The total amount
'Famous French Discovery
wastage,
but the plans of neither are yet com- of damages asked for by the plaintiffs
replaces rxerVe
strength. enerev.
program, Is $5,505,000.
The Congressional
plete.
Damages are sought on
endurance and Visor.-- ;
however, us already drafted, calls for the ground of alleged assault, bruisbuilds firm healthy flesh, j
the gift of a sword, a vote of thanks ing, beating and wounding by the
i Best Thing Known For ,
and the permanent rank of general on plaintiffs; ICC cases ask for $''0,0tK)
exAmerican
commander
of the
f
the
of which amount is for
each,
W
peditionary forces. War Department actual damages atid the remainder for
plans have not yet been completed and punitive damages ; 75 of the cases ask
are awaiting receipt of Information as for $25,000 each, and 31 ask for
to the time of General Pershing's re.
each.
turn.
Dr. O. E. Troy, a veterinary surgeon
and a resident of Raton, New Mexico
s
Protest
all his life, Is under $5,000 bond
Prague. In the name of the Czecho- charged with the murder of his wife,
slovak government Premier Tusar sent whose death occurred under mystera strong note of protest to Bela Kun, ious circumstances on May 21st. The
Hungarian Communist foreign minis- woman's death 'vas declared due to
strychnine poisoning at
ter, concerning the aerial bombardment of a Czecho-Slovatown by the the time by a physician who examined
Hungarians as well as other violations the body. Recently the parents of the
of the, armistice. The premier also de- dead woman, Mr. and Mrs. II. H.
mands from Hungary a definite and Whipple of Kansas City, instituted
Western Newpapr Tj'nlon News Service.
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HOW

RHEUMATISM
BEGINS

f,

FLOUll AND SUGAR.
j

(Wholesale Prices by U. S. Bureau of
Markets.)
flour (in quarters,
sacks),
ha res and 100-lper cwt
35.6005.65
Cornmeal, yellow and white,
per cwt
4.2004.30
10.06
Suuar, granulated, per cwt..
WheaVj
I

Tha assessed valuation of all mina
property being operated in
this year is $417,704,615, according to a statement Issued by the State
This total, It was
Tax Commission.
announced, la more than a million dollars higher than last year's valuation,
which was placed at $416,080,000.
ing

7.60
6.00
8.00

Rosa.

Good Health

"I owe my present good health, largely, to Doan't Kidney Pills," saya S.
W. Bishop, 8162 Kensington Ave., St.
Louis, Mo. "1 wasn't able to work.
Sharp pains would catch me when I

Wsatsi--

Bulla
I.00O
WILL DEAL ONLY WITH SOUND
Veal calvea
11.7614.60
eeara, rood to choice... 11.0011.76
GOVERNMENT ON PEACE
Keedrra, fair to rood
.7610.60
Stockara, rood to choice...
.00 10.00
TERMS.
8.76
Stockere, fair to good
8.00
Good

S. W. Bishop Was Laid Up By
Kidney Trouble. Row Owes

New Mexico
and Arizona

ALLIES TO LIFT BLOCKADE
DER CONDITIONS MADE TO
HUNGARY.

Couldn't Work

News

From All Over

UN-

Cuttle.

Fat steers, ch. to priuid. . .JiS.6IO14.t0
Oraa ateera
11.60 4 1 3.60
Fat ataera. ftood to cholea. 1J 00012.75
Pat ateera, fair to good... 10.60 11 .60
Helfera, prime
9.6010.76
Cowa, fat. Rood to cholea.
.6010.60
Cowa. fair to rood..
8.60
T.60
Cowa. medium to
Cowa, carinen

Southwest

KUN OUSTED

QUOTATIONS

count

Twenty thousand hostages are reported to have been arrested in Petro-grain the last three weeks and I'etro- grad newspapers publish almost dally
lists of from fifty to 100 persons who
have been executed for various rea
sons. The names of all those In charge
of the diplomatic archives of foreign
legations In Petrograd appear on the

SPANISH-AMERICA-

b.

Three-mizes-

50-5- 0

HIDES AND PELTS.
Denver Price List.
Butcher, 16 lbs. and up
Butcher, under 16 lbs
Fallen, all weight
Bulls and stags
Culls
Dry aalt hides, 6c per lb. less.
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool pelts
Short wool pelts

42c
42c
40c
26c
22c
41o

liutcher shearings
No. 2 and murrain shearings

Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelta.
Orcen Suited Hides, Etc.
Cured hides, 26 lbs. up, No. 1
Cured hides, 25 lbs. up, No. 2
Bulls. No. 1
Bulls, No. 2
Glues, hides and skins
Kip,
Kip,

No.
No.
Calf, No.
Calf, No.

36c
28c
18c
25c
25c
24c
18c
17c
15c

22(g24c

1
2
1
2

20022c
35 040c
32 037c

kip and calf, No. 1
20c
19c
Branded kip and calf. No. 2
per
lb. less than
Part cured hides, lc
cured.
Green hides, 2c per lb. less than
cured.
Cms Salted Horseblrtrs.

No. 1
No. 2

$10.00012.00

Headless, 50c leas.
Ponies and glue
Miscellaneous

9.00010.00

4.000

7.00

Markets.

EASTERN LIVESTOCK.
Chicago. Hons Top, 123.60; heavyweight, 822.35028.30; medium weight,
lightweight,
$22.16023.45;
$21.760
23.46: light light, $21.00022.90; heavy
packing sows, smooth, $21.60022.26;
sows, rough, $20.25021.40;
packingpies, $20.00021.50.
Cattle Heef steers, medium and
heavyweight; Choice and prime, $16.85
018.50; medium and good. $12.600
17.00: common, $10.25012.50. Lightweight: Good and choice, $14.75017.75;
common and medium,
$9.75014.75.
Butcher cattle: Heifers, $7.25014.50;
cows, $7.25013.50. Canners and cutters, $5.7507.25. Veal calves: Light
and handyweight, $17.00018.26. Feeder
steers, $7.75013.75; stocker steers, $7.00

western range: steers,

one-hal-

mm

$10,-00-

Vfe

?11.60
$8.50012.75.

0

Czecho-Slovak-

d

k

formal understanding that there shall proceedings to have the husband arrested.
Though none of the equipment has
as yet been received by the Arizona
Highway Department, and two shipments of trucks were already understood to be en route, the state engineer has been notified that a third
shipment of 117 trucks, Including Peerless, Packard and aviation trucks has
been started. The first shipment was
108 trucks, the second 71, and with
this late shipment the state Is about
to receive from the government nearly 300 trucks of all sizes and makes
for use on the state highway

be no recurrence of such hostile acts.
016.25; cows and heifers,
Set Minimum Wage.
Cash Grain In Chicago.
Boston. Establishing $12.50 as the
2 mixed, I1.Í5VÍ:
Chicago. Corn-N- o.
No. 2 yellow, $1.9801.99.
minimum weekly wage for women
Oats No. 2 white. 8081c: No. 3 workers In candy factories, the Massawhite, 8O081UC.
Rye No. 2, J1.6UW1.61.
chusetts minimum wage commission
Barley $1.2201.85.
unnounced that this amount had been
Timothy $9.00011.60.
agreed upon as the least on which a
Clover Nominal.
Pork Nominal.
woman could meet the
Lard $34.47.
cost of living and maintain herself In
Ribs Nominal.
health. The apportionment of the
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
$12..r)0 wage
scale was shown In an
Creamery, 47
Chicago. Butter
Itemized budget which allowed $7
52c.
lodging, $2.25
Eggs Firsts, 41V4 042c; ordinary weekly for board and
firsts, 39040c; at mark, cases includ- for clothing, 30 cents for recreation
ed, 39 04114c. Storage packed firsts, and 15 cents for
43
0440.
(8)11.26.

the-wa-

uc

Babys

Clothes

will be white as the driven snow

when laundered if you use

Red Cross Bag Blue
It never streaks or spots the
clothes, nor does it injure the
most delicate fabric.
All good grocers sell it; 5 cents
a package.

i
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

LAUGHS AT AGE

of Father Time Powerless to
Affect Those Blessed With Mutual Affection.

Shaft

Ordinarily, we would cuss to the lim
it a "peeper" or an eavesdropper. But
we have a confession to make on the
first count, and we would plead miti-

gating circumstances. Here is the
story ;
On a drizzling, foggy night, our way
Primary English
She Is Spoke
Hull House lay down a side street toward home,
Several rods ahead there was a shaft
S HICAGO. If America Is the melting pot, Chicago Is whore the mixture of light and when we reached the spot
V hubbies fastest, and Hull House is right in the middle of the boiling. The we found a window with the shade
up. Wickedly, but not maliteacher in one of the classes In primary English told her polyglot pupils to half-waciously, we hesitated, stopped und we
yiny, promising a prize ior
peeped.
the best. This one was turned In
we AIN'T ÚOT H0
rmj)
among others:
There sat nn old man and his wife.
THATí I
They must have been well up to the
it 'xW fla6 mm
"GEORGE WASHINGTON AND THE
UP i
oí years. He was
allotted three-scor- e
AMERICAN FLAG."
smoking and she was knitting. Still
we peeped. Then she looked up at him
Act 1, Scene 1 A Tent at Valley
and smiled and said something. He
Forge.
laid down a book, struggled up from
ICnter two colonial officers :
out of his comfortable seat and kind
First Colonial Officer We ain't
got no flag for the Revolution.
of hobbled out of the room, shortly
returning und carrying a glass of waSecond Colonial Officer Gee. nln't
ter, which he handed' to her.
that fierce!
' And as she drank she held the
'
Act 2. Scene 1 Georilft Wachlnntnn'a Tint
wrinkled
and bony hand of her lover.
First Colonial Officer (to George Washington)
George we alu't got no
Then, as she finished drinking, she reme ihevmilllOIl.
leased his hand and the look she gave
George Washington
Gee, ain't that fierce !
him and the look he gave her were like
Act 3, Scene 1 Home of Betsy Roes.
shafts of sunshine breaking through
George Washington (entering) "Betsy, we ain't got no flag for the
the murky clouds after days of rain.
That picture has haunted us a long
Betsy Ross Gee, nln't that fierce
Well, George, you hold the baby and
time. Somehow she seems beautiful in
a ii uiuiie yuu une.
our eyes, and yet we did not get a
Act 3, Scene 2 George Washington's Tent.
"closeup" of her features. And he,
George Washington (entering) We got a flag for the Revolution.
why as we keep thinking of him, we
First Colonial Officer Ain't thnt grand!
hark back to the days when we once
Second Colonial Officer You bet.
visited a fine old Southern gentleman
Curtain.
who possessed the graces of a ChesterOne guess as to which play got the prize.
field and the courtesy of a Don Juan.
Anyway, If the play isn't primary English, what is It?
Then we recall the words of a poet
which fits the case precisely: "Let
How Heaven Protected This One Poor Working Girl Time reach out with his sickle as far
as ever he can ; although he can reach
ruddy cheeks and ripe lips and flash
made only ?i a week, and she was wondering how
LuLi&vijLL.üi, hi.-h- ne
eyes, he cannot quite reach love."
to spend the two weeks' vacation which her employer had lng
When a man really loves a woman
onereu tier, bhe reasoned rightly that she couldn't take a very extended
will never grow old, and when a
trip. But she didn't know that Yaarab she
woman loves a man he is neither deTemple
of Shrlners was passing
crepit nor bowed nor tremulous. She
through Louisville from Atlanta to
is the same lass he wooed and he Is
Indianapolis.
always the same gallant young fellow
As she passed a hotel on her way
who won her heurt and her hand.
to work she was stopped by a man
They are absolutely equals, happy and
dressed In the garb of a fiction char
These two lovers are traveling
acter which she had often seen on ad free.
toward the City of Silence, but they
j
vertisements
for cigarettes.
He
are leaving behind a picture never to
stopped her. She was frightened.
Fremont Herald.
be forgotten.
And then a lot more men looking
like "cigarette signs" gathered about
Patriotic Kansan.
iier and sang songs In funny lan
I had looked forward to my first
guages. But worse was to come. They took away her lunch basket and
glimpse of France with an almost fadumped all her lunch out on the sidewalk.
There were two perfectly good
sandwiches; an onion, fresh and juicy; a big red apple and a few leaves of let- natical eagerness. France the land!
tuce, still pretty fresh. Naturally she felt like crying, and the tears were just of dreams I had vlsloned It so often
But my first real sight of It, save for
coming when
lights, was not at all
One of the number jumped upon a suitcase and spoke to the multitude of a few harbor
I had exred fezzes while the others locked hands and danced about lier. She was so the thrilling experience that
pected. As we steamed up the river
bewildered she forgot all about crying.
to Bordeaux I stood, with a group of
The man who jumped upon the suitcase auctioned oft her lunch. The eager watchers, besldt the rail, and
apple brought $57.40. The onion smelled no stronger than any other'onlon,
looked at the fields stretching along
but It brought $35.50. When her lunch hud been distributed among the bidders
the sides of the river. They were very
the auctioneer had collected exactly $250. He handed it to the frightened green, even though it was winter time ;
"working
grace
girl,"
the
a
prince.
ease
with
and
of
little
and though I was almost breathless
She was ten minutes late to work because of the Interruption, but she
with the wonder of reaching a prom"should worry;" she was $250 to the good, and there was a little something
ised land, that vivid green was the
which made her heart beut faster.
only thing that I could quite compre-
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Cheer Up, Girls! The Prince of Wales Can Foxtrot

"I never saw grass like that!" I exclaimed stupidly.
One of the men a newspaper man
from the middle West answered me.
"You ought to see the grass that we
grow In Kansas!" he said. Margaret
E. Sangster in the Christian Herald.

BERKELEY, CAL. Is the prince nf Wales a good dancer? One University
girl knows first hand that he Is. Anyway, she says he Is.
At a ball at the Casino in Coblcnz the royal arm encircled her waist in a
dreamy waltz, and on this experience
Is based her affirmative answer.
OH OtARie, wmt
The girl Is Miss Elizabeth WItler.
Dog Watches for Auto.
University of California sororlly and
Does evolution in the life of animals
Sierra club member and well known
cause them to take added care In go
In Town and Gown circles In the
ing across a street Infested with aucollege city.
tos? Some folks says It does. Early
Miss Witter has Just returned
In the auto age numerous dogs were
from a year and a half service with
killed because they would run out to
the American Red Cross In the canbark at an auto and, Judging the speed
teen work organized by Mrs. William
vehicle, they
by that of a horse-drawK. Vunderbllt.
often were run over.
With the army of occupation at
This fact can still be nottced In some
Coblenz, where she passed the months since the armistice was signed, several country districts, where autos are not
dances were given by the Americans. At two of these Miss Witter danced plentiful. Close students and lovers
with Gen. John G. Pershing, and at the last, a ball given to General Mitchell, of dogs In the city say they have often
she had her first dance with royalty.
noticed dogs looking to the left and
"I should say the prince is a good dancer," said Miss Witter. "They to the right before they start across
dance just the same 'over there' as here. They are strong for Jazzy music, a street. Of course, not 11 of them
s
are not a bit more stately than ours."
and their
do, neither do all human beings, but
Miss Witter went over with Miss Mildred Johnston and Mrs. Elizabeth the "thinking" dog does. Watch It for
Gray Potter, a sister of Prentiss Gray, head of the relief for Belgium. They yourself.
left March 6, 1918, and were stationed at Dijon In canteen work feeding troops
in the Meuse
and convoy trains. Later they were moved up near
Future of "Tired" Nations.
sector, and saw strenuous service, often within range of the big German guns.
The recuperative powers of nations
The prince of Wales will be over here before long and other charming is great beyond belief, and hope is ever
American girls will also have a chance to know first hand whether he is
present as long as the spark of vitality
or isn't.
Is left. The same superhuman effort
that was put forward to repel the Invader will again be exerted to remedy
Philadelphia Boasting "Youngest Grandparents" the damage that has been done; only
there must be a breathing space be"Meet the right girl early, and, if you're lucky enough tween effort, and in that space lies the
PHILADELPHIA.
This danger, how
favor, marry her," Is the bit of advice that comes greatest danger.
from Frank Miller, 1728 West Passyunk avenue, the man who is, at the age ever, is more imaginary than real, and
probably the youngest whatever means are resorted to by the
of thirty-five- ,
granddad In the country. The twenty-da- population to deaden the effect of this
old daughter of Miller's daughter reactive period, It soon palls and the
sober minds of the populace again at
has been christened Helen.
"There can be but few grandfa- tain the ascendency. Forbes Maga
thers and grandmothers younger than zine.
my wife and I are," said Mr. Miller. "I
married Mary Shields when she was
Extravagance In Combs.
only seveuteen and I was just turning
The notice, "Ladles are requested
eighteen, and I dare say that there's to remove their combs," appears now
not a happier man living today. Ot on theater programs in London, be
course I'm In favor of marrying early." cause of the vogue of the huge Span
To his wife, therefore, belongs the ish comb among smart women. Some
distinction of being one of the youngest grandmothers, in the city, and maybe of the combs are of enormous size.
in the state, and maybe in the nation.
The tortoise shell vogue is an expenMr. Miller Is the father of four children and Is probably a little happier sive one. A light tortoise shell dressthan the average father, because this young daughter of his child, Mrs. Mary ing set costs $1,000 or more.
Donovan, 1509 Emily street, makes him a proud grandfather. His other children are two boys und a girl Johnny, aged thirteen; Emily, aged eight, and
Protected His Tonsils.
Charlie, who has a bad habit of stealing and hiding the
John Lay denies the story that he
visitors' straw hats.
had his tonsils sunburned by gazing
"Certainly marrying young is practical," said Miller. "The whole thing Is skyward the other afternoon at the
in meeting the right one ; then you're all right."
airplane that was cutting dldos in the
great, grand and plain parents and children sky. He says the machine shifted Its
This family of great-greatyears old. Her daughter, Mrs. position often enough to keep him
begins with Mrs. Helen Hlgglns, eighty-ninIlls daughter, turning about, so that part of the time
Her son, Frank Miller, is thlrty-flve- .
Helen Miller, Is sixty-onMarie Donovan, is sixteen, and her child, Helen, tweuty days.
his mouth was In the shade. Slkestoo
Standard,
n

one-step-

Bar-le-Du-

y

eighteen-month-ol-

d

e

1
Air. Jamra Huimltnn Lewis, wife
by fhe French government for her work
a hungry mob. 3 Hesidents of Staten
of the strike of engine room men of the

HEWS REVIEW OF
CURRENT EVENTS
Mr.

of the former senntor from Illinois, who has been pi vet. a medal of honor
for the French wounded, 2 Food shops In Rerlln that were rulded by
Island who were unable to get from Manhattan to their homes because
New York ferry boats.

"whether we shall actually have ratified or not, because peace will then be
a fact."
The president may go ahead anyhow and name the member of the reparations commission, and it was reported that Bernard Baruch is to be his se-

suburb of Neuilly. The French troops
have been taking care of Bulgaria lately and when the other-dasome of
them were attacked by Bulgarians a
French regiment occupied Sofia and
disarmed the local garrison.

lection.

Sweden Is expected to make a loud
wail over the report of the Baltic commission of the peace conference.
It
recommends that the Aland Islands at
the mouth of the Gult of Bothnia,
which Sweden has claimed, be neu-

Taft's Plan of Interpretive

Reservations May Solve the
Treaty Problem.
,

LIKED BY

MANY

SENATORS

President Wilson Rebuffed by Foreign
Relations Committee Austria Gets
News
Her Peace Terms
From Russia Not Cheerful
More Trouble With
Mexico.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
William II. Taft, actuated by the two
worthy motives of trying to aid in the
speedy stabilizing of world peace and
of averting possible disaster to his par
ty lu the next presidential elections
made a notable contribution last week
toward the ratification of the peace
treaty and League of Nations covenant
by the senate. In letters to Republican
National Chairman Hays he suggested
way in which he thought this might
be brought about with the votes of
those Republican senators who are
friendly to the league but are doubtful
concerning certain of Its articles. Mr.
Táffs plan is that the treaty be rati
fied with "Interpretive reservations"
that would satisfy the consciences ot
those senators and that would be ac
ceptable to the administration. These,
not being amendments or flat reservations, would not necessitate the recom
mittal of the pact to a peace conference.
Making It clear that he favors rati
fication of the treaty as It stands, to be
amended later by the league If necessary, Mr. Taft declares It to be "the
part of statesmen to recognize the exigencies, personal, partisan and political, of a situation In seeking to achieve
real progress and reform." He admits
that there are reasonable and sincere
criticisms made against the league and
believes these must be satisfied In
order to obtain the nineteen Republican
votes necessary to ratification. This he
seeks to do with his suggested reservations, which cover most of the articles criticised but Ignore the Shantung feature. This latter, he asserts,
has been deliberately exaggerated.
Mr. Hays looked with favor on Mr.
Taft's plan, and in Washington many
Republican senators were said to be
so Impressed with Its value that they
already were at work on a program
of Interpretive reservations. President
Wilson had been aware of the Taft
suggestions for several days, but his at
titude toward them was not stated.
The administration senators, however,
were said to be still determined to at
tempt to force unreserved ratification.

Some of the senators, and perhaps
a great many other people, do not
agree witii Mr. Taft that the Shantung
Mr. WilatTalr has been exaggerated.
son Is said to have explained to certain of his callers that the other peace
makers, entangled In secret treaties,
left to him the settlement of that annoying matter and that It was necessary to yield so much to Japan In order to assure her joining the League
of Nations. It was believed he might
now bring some pressure to bear to
persuade Japan to declare formally
her Intention to return the province
to Chlnu within a short period of time.
That, of course, would do much to silence the criticism against the clause.
The Japanese, however, are not displaying a very compliant spirit lately.
They have vigorously denied the story
that the Shantung settlement was In
exchange for the Japanese withdrawal
of the racial equality clause from the
league covenant, and the intimation is
plain that they will renew later their
demand for the luclusion of such a
clause. Also there is open opposition
In Japan to participating in the International tribunal to try the former
kaiser, based ou the assertion that
such action would have a bad effect
on the Japanese people.
The British parliament has ratified
the peace treaty with Germany unanimously, and also has adopted the
alliance bill.
Anglo-Frenc-

h

Austria has been handed the peace
treaty she must sign and of course Is
hopelessly
protesting
against the
terms Imposed. The reparation terms
are similar to those in the German
treaty, and the financial terms provide that the prewar debt shall be
apportioned among the various former
parts of the Austrian empire and the
coinage and war bonds taken up by
the new governments and redeemed
as they see fit. The Austrian army is
to be reduced to 30,000 men and she is
to give up all her merchant shipping
and fishing boats and 20 per cent of
her river fleet. Large numbers of cattle also must be surrendered, as well
as quantities' of stuff stolen by the
Hapsburgs.
In the revised territorial
terras Is seen a possibility of future
trouble, for Austria Is to receive the
Oderberg region of Hungary.
The
Hungarians are not likely to submit
tamely to this and Bela Kun, if he Is
still In power there, may find In it a
chance to keep his army from disintegrating by appealing to the national
feeling.
Conflicting stories concerning Bela
Kun have been coming from Vienna.
One had it that the communist leader
had been deposed by a triumvirate and
that "terror troops" were In control of
Budapest. Another and later dispatch
showed he was still in the saddle.

Mr. Wilson, though suffering from a

slight attack of Illness, kept up his
work In behalf of the treaty, calling
into conference nt the White House
a number of the opposing senators.
Most of these asserted that the president had not been uble to change theif
views or intentions by his arguments
and explanations, and the debate In
the senate did not Indicate that he
had converted any of them. It Is only
fair to assume that few of these senators are governed by anything but
patriotism and honesty In taking the.
attitude they do, but It Is hard to see
anything but partisanship In such ac
tlon as that of the majority of the
committee on foreign relations the
other day. The president. In the Interest of business, asked for authority
to appoint provisionally an American
member of the interallied commission
on reparations pending action on the
treaty. This the committee refused,
adopting instead Senator Knox's reso
lution declaring:
"That It Is the judgment of the committee that until the treaty Is ratified
no power exists, either in the president or congress, to execute any provision of the proposed treaty, either provisionally or otherwise."
And yet, only three weeks ago Senator Knox declared that the treaty ot
111 apply
peace
to the United States
when ratified by three other powers,

The tangled mess known as the Russian situation has no very promising
aspects of late. The British commander In North Russia reports that the
Russian volunteer troops that have
been
with hiin have mutinied and Joined the bolshevists; General Deniklne has been suffering reverses at the hands of Trotzky's army
and Admiral Kolchak, head of the
Omsk government, does not seem to
Lenlne has ofbe getting anywhere.
fered to cede Bessarabia to Roumanla
If the latter country will prohibit
supporters from crossing Its
frontier. This may amount to nothing,
as Roumanla already holds possession
In eastern Galicia,
of Bessarabia.
where the Ukrainians and Poles are
fighting for the territory, the Poles
have captured the important city of
Delayed dispatches from
Tarnopol.
Vladivostok tell of a successful excursion in the Suchan valley district by
an American military column which
cleared out bands of bolshevikl at a
cost of two men killed and eleven
wounded. The bolshevikl in Siberia
have released all their American prisoners, five in number.
's

The peace conference is now attending to Bulgaria. The delegates from
that country arrived In Paris from
Solla Friday and were quartered at the

tralized under the guaranty of the
League of Nations. The Swedes are
not In high favor with the allies and
uny protest they may make Is not likely to be considered.
Our relations with Mexico seemed to
be approaching the
climax,
as they have been Intermittently for
years.
Senators and representative!
from the border states clamor for Intervention, more Americans are killed
or kidnaped or robbed by Mexicans,
Interested European nations become
more and more exasperated by the
chaotic conditions
below the Rio
Grande, but the administration keeps
its own councils, giving no Intimation
of its intentions, if it has any. Among
the recent outrages to be reported
were an attack by armed Mexicans on
a boatload of sailors from the U. S.
ship Cheyenne near Tamplco and the
robbery of about $10,000 from tfco
Puerto Lobos station of ttie Atlantic
Refining company. Some trifles were
stolen from the sailors and the Mexican government says It was their own
fault because they disregarded warnings and went Into rebel territory.
Most of the other outrages the Carranza officials try weakly to explain
away.
Henry P. Fletcher, ambassador to
Mexico, appeared before a house committee and suld that, although hundreds of Americans had been killed in
Mexico In the last few years, and 50
since Februury, 1917, he had never
heard of the prosecution or conviction
of any Mexican for the murder of an
He thinks, however, that
American.
nothing would be gained by withdrawal of our recognition of the Carranza
government and lifting of the embargo
on arms.
Word was brought from Chihuahua
City to El Paso that Villa and General
Angeles had disbanded their forces until September and were going to Japan
to obtain arms and ammunition for a
renewal of their revolution.
well-know- n

The city of Washington was greatly
upset early in the week by mob riots
that amounted to a race war. Whites,
angered by alleged attacks on women
by colored men, made Indiscriminate
warfare on the negroes, and the latter
retaliated In kind. Several persons.
Including two policemen, were killed.

After long and wearisome debate,
the house of representatives passeil
the prohibition enforcement bill by u
vote of 2S7 to 100. Nearly all the
rigid restrictions Insisted on by tba
radical drys were retained, but Individuals are permitted to have liquor
in their homes for their own consumption. The measure Is now In the senate and may be changed In Important
particulars.
The chief counsel for the Association Opposed to National Prohibition,
in reply to numerous inquiries, has issued a statement concerning the status of the fight against the constitutional amendment. He says the right
of referendum on acts of the legislature exists in 15 states. Petitions for
referendum have been filed in seven of
these and are being circulated in the
others. If the people In ten of these
states reverse the action of the legislatures the prohibition amendment
will be void, since It must be ratified
by 3G states and 45 have taken that
action.
The validity of the amendment also will be attacked on constitutional grounds before the United
States Supreme court in the fall.
All the world was startled and
shocked by the unique airship disaster
in Chicago. A dirigible balloon was
making experimental flights over the
loop district of the city when it burst
into flames and fell through the roof of
one ot the largest banks.
Ten employees of the bank and three men
who were in the car of the balloon
were killed and more than a score were
Injured.
The cause of the accident
was a mystery.
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At L. A. Drown' s farm ten miles N. 13. oí Roy
mile cast of Prand school house
2 south and

New Cafe

1--

I.Irs Frank Seklel Proprietor

Thursday Aufr 7, 1919

Clean Rooms for rent
We solict your patronage
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Rye Seed for Sale,

"

E, M. Dukemir.icr, 3 miles north
of Mofax Church, Mills, X. M.

,L

210 acres, a mile and a quarter
from Roy, It acres beans planted
Pasture leased all goes for 11.50
per acre. Enquire of Faustin De

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

ROY,

Physician in Charge.
New Water Power.

A new
se of neenn water power
has licon perfected by on Krifrlislimiin.
lie entfhes vwiter wlirn t lie tide rises
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Bradley

'

VIEW

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

First Sunday each Month at

Mrs. Don Bradley is the proud
mother of an eight pound baby
Both are doing well.
boy.

NEW MEXICO

Mr. and Mrs. E. Hughbanksof
Dawson are visiting their daughter Mrs. Don Bradley and children.

O. W.

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

3rd Sunday

at Roy Christian
11am and 7:30 pm

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m
Mrs. Driskel's daughter is in
Pastor
Roy reeeiqing medical treatment
J. M. WILSON,

E. Las Vegas, NM.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District
Land-Seeker-

Severaz lost stock by lightning
during the severe storm of last

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each mouth.
week.
7.30, P. M.
Services 1.1, A. M.,
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
Hieman Bros, ere harvesting
their wheat this week.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,

s

this the right place.

P. L. GUN'N,

ittention

Wl

..c

1

Superintedent.

CATHOLIC
each month 2d"and
twice
Mass
Sundays
4th
at the Catholic
Roy,
N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Growers

:

Fearn, Pastor.

Methodist Episcopal Church

Jay and Tell Bradley and busy
Church
Charles Chapman, Proprietor preparing their land for wheat.
Under new Management

Tourists and

3,

p.m.
MILLS
Srd Sunday at 11 00' a. m. 8PM.

1

a

m

Services 2d Sunday of eacfc
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month fat
11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p. m.
Communion service at the morning service. ,
PLEASANT

Will find
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Attorney at Law
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El Dorado Hotel
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TRACTOES.

L. A. BROWN Owner

and nuikes it operate turbine enanos
When the tide falls. Tims he obtains
B perpetual water power, ns the tide
always ebbs and flows.
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ROY
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CHRISTIAN

J. B. LUSK

Auctioneer
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Li
the Ci.visiOsn Churth,
Sunday ever.-iij- 'í
Itov, N. M fvt-ra t 7 o 'flock.
to
A cordial welcowe
all visitors.
M?'

ii

F.O.White

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
:,IooU ctich Sur.'-laat 10, A. 1,1 i
Your
r.t Chmtbm Church.pt'Coonco ii noceoorry,
G. R. AUKKXATI! V, Supt.

iViYitA O.

inany icoo.'rc;'

TERMS; All amounts over $10. three months
time will be allowed on furnitnre and five months
on stock.

Plumlee Hospital

-

C.
JL

plaia

Church Directory

i . i .
Mr. V. A. ri.Rr;KXT

fcefcre you docidc.

KER0SNEi

an acre.
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One mare 8 yrs old wt 1000 lbs, One good milk cow, also
Buggy and harness, small wagon with pole and shaves,
Other things to numerous to mention.

Laney at Jno. Schneider farm
Roy. N.'M,
Has aslo a nice cabin, 58 acres
broken, if taken at once $11. 00

-

"'fey' 2.1.
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is ctr-- ta !:cc? att roesct o: dor.
You cm buy no cUer
t.v.ctor. None arej-firc-

Every part !s accessible,

Farm for Sale
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The high gn3s ir..its- ríais, liberal froporlion c
rarts and cxttcme cía- kciiy found in this trsc- lor ,re grontly rcsponnibk
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Household Goods

i

iSllil.
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n
Two dining tables, Two sets of dining chairs,
cabinet, Large cook stove, Cooking cíensete. Dishes, Iron
bed, mattress and springs, two Dressers, Commode,
Parlor cot, Sanitary cot, Folding bed, four strmd labios,
Book case, Wardrobe, five Rocking chairs.

0

0
i

,

Class. $3.00 per month, two
lessons per week.
Lessons by Appointment a
my residence near Jude
Foster's home.

w-

(.!'

Sale to start at one o'clock, Should tho (by bo too stormy
sale will 1)0 held next day. The following to wi- t-

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music

'.I r.

t.

!

2

Rev. Fr.

Felix Vaciion, '

Priest in charge,
LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A, M.

ha Real Ifcmg Itigfet iMoughPut United Stales Tires under your car and
.you'll find them the real thing, They're built to wear to give you the kind
of economical service you want And that's
just what they' do.
Hundreds of thousands of regular users will
vouch for that lots of them right around here.
There are five distinct types of United States
Tires one for every need of price or use.

We have exactly the ones for ypur car.
We know United States Tires arc good tires, Thais why w
cell th cm.
Or cunan Merc. Co, French
Liberty Garage Roy,

From all information we can now obtain, it appears that we
should be able to handle your wheat as fast as offered to us.
However, conditions maj change suddenly, and it is advisable
to inquire of dealers from time to time as to shipping conditions
and if you have no storage room, delay threshing if the wheat
cannot be moved promptly.

ACACIA

All wheat will be graded, strictly according to Feed AdminA car load of wheat takes the grade of
istration regulations.
If you have any
the lowest quality in that narticnlar car.
smutty or wet wheat, or any damaged wheat on the top or
bottom of stacks, by all means keep it separate from your good

wheat.

no.

53

Meets 2d and 4th Saturdays of month
F. S. Frown, W.'M.
Ievjn Oodloj, .Secy.
Ail Mineros vvVoma

In our elevator w will be able to handle only the No, 2 snd
No. 3 grades of wheat. The lower grades we will be coir polled
to load directly into the cars.

LODGE

I. O. O.'P.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
Evening
Visiting Brothers always welcome.
E. J, Floersheim, N. G.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah Decree

Floerslieim Mercantile
Company
'

HARMONY LODGE No. 21
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. 0. F. Hall
Mrs. MyraO. Dzrels. N.'G'
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.

Visiting Sioters welcome
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make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W. II Willcox U S Commissioner

-- O-

NOTICE

1919

FOR ITRLICATION

Claimant names as witnesses:
lliginio Sandoval
Department of the Interior, V. S. Land
Tiotilo Garcia of David N M
OJliee at Clayton, New Mexico.
M
Demetrio Coidova of Galleaos N
Jul 12 1919
PAZ VALVERDE,
Notice is hereby given Mint
Register.
George F, Keirsey of Ga'legos N

Ap ilonio Arguello

who on Oct 13. 1915 made 11. E. No.
021044 for Sh See 33 T 17N R 31, E

P- Meridian, has filed
S. Lana
Department of the Interior,
""Fee of intention to make final Hirer
Oiliee, at Clayton, New Mexleo
year prou, to estahli-- h claim to the
Jul IH 19,9
'and above described, before F. II.
'
given
that
Notice is hereby
F. S. Commissioner,
(it Ids
Fhloro (Ji. Gonzalo widow of Jose o.'IVo at Roy, Xew
on the
M
N
on
who
of
Hueveros
Gonzales
Fill day of Aug 19FJ.
Aug 1)1316 made H E No 022!29 for
Claimant names as witnesses:
NEJ-SE- J
Sec 29,
John Mahrs
C L. Kdisey
Sec 30 T 21N R 30 E NMP M has filed Robert Rogers
Arthur Hamby
notice of intention to make Final all of Gallegos N. M.
Three Year Proof to establish claim
PAZ VALVERDE,
to the land above described, before
Register.
V II Willcix U. S. Commissioner
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
U- -

-

Fu-te-

.,

LUll I'UiSLiCAllO.N

j.

Rafael Crespin.of Sabia.
on April 22d, 1911, made
979

for

NFJ-NE-

no.

020--

2.,

Ollice

i
,

at

-

1

WJ-SE-

Lot

4

i.

IS

Twp.

18

R. 27E íM P
M.. has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim fo the land above described, before. W II Willcox U, S. Commissjoner
at Roy, N M on Sept 10 1919

Claimant names as witnesses:

Antonio Jose Masearenas

Jesus Masearenaf

s

8 30

Solano N M
Lee West Roy, N. M.
PA, VALVERDE.

Register

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Tixier
C Feüer
Rafiel Tixier
Albert Felb-a'l of Rueyeros. N. M.
A.

'

Register,

all of
PAZ VAL 'FF1F;;, F: He

o on
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Aug 10th, Dontget
excited its only a lot of
people hanging around
the Liberty Gaarge.
We are responaible for Ihe hanging as we are unloading a car of
Chevrolets and cf course everybody wants to see them, Dont
buy a car until yuo have visited
us. All styles and sizes to select
from.
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Rng. 25E N. M.
to
P M. has filed notice of intention es- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
., o
i o if to
ree
i r
....i...
Department of the Ir.teWr.r, IT. S. La il
de- t.ae l ina c
aliirh rbi.ra
Mc:cico
Office at Clsvton.
Com
Icf-eF. IF Foster, V.
;.ri!
)

July

10, 1919.

-

Notice is hereby given that
James Gallagher, of Bueyeros, N. M.
April 10, 1918, and June 15,
who, (n
1910 mad"
under Act. of Feb. 19,
1909 Serial
0228C8 and 022329 for
WJ SW- - Sec. 31. Twp. 22N. Rng. 30E.
T 2 IN. Eng. 3oE.
Lots
See. 4,
NEj-SE- i
See. 5; SJ NWj
Sec. 4 Twp. 2?N. Rng. 3oE, NMPM.
anion Feb.2ith,191i), Additional entry
under Act of Dec. 29, 19; 6, Serial no.
Sec. 4, Lot 1
920942, Tor Lot 2,
Sec. 9, Twp. 21 N,
Sec. 5;
ling, 20E.
X. JI. P. M., has filed notice ol intent hvi to make
Proof to establish claim to the land
before ( liarles P Ta!-- ,
above
1I--

n..

34

SEi-XE-

i;

S'i

NV.'i-XVv-

bott,

'i

U. S. Commissioner,

M M. on

Spt

8, 1919.
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riiarmaey

M. D. GÍEBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
THE

NYALL

STORE

Ice Cream Parlor

8oda Fountain,
Ail Popular Drinks and Ices
FILMS

EASTMAN

ANO

SUPPLIES
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News Stand, D7a.
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COMPLETE

LINE OF

;

01

J

Claimar' r...r.r:
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(

"'
Al'
.Cxledon Es.p..;-- .!
Fi C
Eulogio Esquibei
all of Rov, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
F--

V

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

o

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Land üíiice at Clayton, N. JL
Jul 15 1919
Notice is hereby given that
George W. Hazen of Keplisrt N. M.
,

021833 for

NJ-NE-

í

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Ollice at Clayton, New
Mexico, June 24, 1919.
Notice is hereby given thatRosenda
Vigil, of Bueyeros, N.RÍ. who, on Mar.
3d, 1915. made Homestead Entry no,
019000 lor WJ Sec, 15, Twp. 21N. Rng,
31 E,
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten
tion to make Finai Tiiree Year Proof
to establish claim to tha land above
described before Register and Receiver U rf Land office Clayton N M
N M. on Sept. 10, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Reciderio Garcia
Abran Garcia,
Rufino Salizaar
Ju'in B Vigil
ail of Bueveros, N M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Re oler.

ruft f CBLICAT10N

(Vmtrl ment of (he Interior U. ñ. Land
Ofihv?, Clayton. N. M., July. 15, 1919.
Not e - is hereby given that Jose Maria
Montoya. heir for the heir of Arturo
Montoya, 'deceased, of Roy, N. M. who
on June 21, F.I15, made II-no. 2().'28
i
Sec. 25, SJ SFJ; SWJ
for the
Sec. 26 Twp. 19N. Rng. 25F, NMl'M.
has filed notice of intention to maka
three year proof to' establish claim to
the land abov described, befora W.il.
Wiilcox, U.S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M., on Aug, 2'ih, l')l',.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose de Jesus Medina Pedro Montoya
Antonio Lucero
Viente C de Baca
All of Koy; N. M.
E.

ftHD

;:

p

!'
scribed, before
Claim art names as witnesses:
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his ofJoseph S Ballard fice at Roy M M on Sept 6, 1919
Randolph M Holt
Dave C Ballard
Jame i II Kerlin
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
B. H. Smith
Albert, N M. Arthur Carter
Hueveros, N M
Chirley Hargrove
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
William Heath
all of Kephart N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

NOTICE

KODAKS

.wl

bo on March 8 1916, made II. E. No.
See 27 and NWJ,
i,
See 0 T. 22N It. 29 E N.
M. P. M., has tiled notice of intention
Proof to
atClayton, o- miil,-- Final Three Year above de
establish claim to the land

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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PAZ VALVERDE,

:

1

i,

1919.

David ríe

Demetrio

notice of intention to
Commutation Prof to es
:! above de
tablish claim to the
scribed, before Charles P Talbot, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at
4
Clay ten N. M. on the 19th day of Aug

i i nal

X'.VI

,

WJ-SW-

make

C C Nog-'iW 11 Mitchell

S. Land

not ce f

Depart meat of
.::;- .- at

HANGING AT ROY

Frank

N 30 E. N.
M
has filed

i :'e
Tiiree year jir..--.to the land a! o: e
i;
F. II. Fo
Roy, N. IF,
nan.

s

NWJ-NW-

See.

2

!, V.r

2

-

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.

0

W'5
who on MarSec 18,
for

in
1

j,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Lujan
Julio Martinez
Juan Lujan
Jose Ignacio Lujan
All of Sabinoso, New Mexico

above

Department of (he Interior, IT. S. Land
Office at Clavton, New Mexico,
Jul 19, 1919
that
Notice is hereby-giveWilliam Isaac Smith, Jr. of Huevero?,
N. M. who on Sept 1st, 1919 made H.
11 V' No9!9199
i,
Sec. 12
E, No. 0200(18 for
Wj NE, NWJ-SESWi NVv'i Sec. 1 T. 20 R.

(.'.'

F',9.

NOTICE FOR
R 2rE nr.d
;
M. r. r.i b:u nici m::cz of
I
27E N M Di .artme:it of I'...' !.:i':r:.-rto ir .k- - Final Tli;;. i car
o.
P M hai
Office at Clayloa, Xr.v Mexi-t
e: ti.lli. ii c'.a'm u the land
July 15, F'!9
filed notice of intention ta make. Final
fliiv'e
betuit t'.H.Fiyfer
Three Year Proof to establish claim
at hi:; ('.'.'; at
Cer:;::i'
S.
Notice Is hereby given that
F.
to the land above described, before
.' Roy, N. IE, en A';git 27, 919
Manson E Thomr.s, of Boy, N M,
F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
as witnesses:
C'ai.'.:ar.t
on May 11, 1910 made H E. no. C22ITT
office at Roy, N. M., on
V.'j SWj e;. ZZ. Kd.n Green John Davis cf Gul'ogos
Sec. 3";
for
Sept 8 1919
Twp. 19N Rng, 2CE.
Jtss Malone, - R' sebud
Claimant names as witnesses:
David, N M.
X. M. P. Meridian, Fas filed notice .: ChaiF'v Vest,
O. A. Million
E. II. Hughes
'PAZ VALVERDE, Regti-e- r.
Intention to make final (bree year proof
T. E. Bowman
J. H. Cnsweil to establish claim to the land ubow
all of Solano N M
30
described, before F. II. Foster. V. S
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE,
Commissioner, at li3 office at Roy, .,t
of the InUrior, U. S. I and
Department
Register Mexico, Sept. 6, 1319, ,
üíiice at Clayton, New Mex:ro
:
Claimant names nn wittirs.-f-Juii- 15
3
(bat 1
.',.
!.. V.
P J LanmVach
Molslo Andrada
vvlw
M
A J Smith
AWaldoMoiris
Frquibel of Poy N
No. (21
all of Roy, N M.
8 23
on Nov. 11 1915 made II E
V i Mi-SWJ- ,
i'AZ VALVERDE.
SW.Í-NWJ,
f ,r FJ
Register
fee.y, TWp. 20 N

;

V. M. T. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
who
on
Antonio Torres of Roy
make (bree, year proof, to establish
Aug 10 1911 made H E No. OFTd.i for elalni to the kind above described, beNJ Sec. 33, T lfN R20E NMPM has filed fore F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
notice of intention to make Final Three at Roy, X. SI., on the 13ih day of Am
Year Proof to establish claim to the 1919.

Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of t.lie interior.
N. M
IT. a. Land Office at Clayton
Jul IS 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Jes-- A. Müsrnrena? of Solano N. M

!

a

N M who
No. CR!2e7

that

Claimant names as witnesses:
W. E. C:t?r
C. Metcalf
Harry Brockman
T. B. Seitz
1919
all of Mili- -, N. M,
Claimant names m v.il nesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
Silvestre Torre? Joan Is! Ir i Romero
Register.
Ehgio Romero Abelino Esquibel, all
of Roy N M
PAZ VALVFRDE
NOTICE- FUR PUBLICATION'

Í
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1.

T.

1,

that

N M

land

.:

--

3

i.s

1919

bo rove W. II. Willcox "J. S.
Commissioner at Roy N M on Sept 9

ror ri:r.Lic.'no.'

NOTict:

filed liotii 0 of

New Mexico,
C'iavlon,
. .

licreny given
Hepburn of Solano
on Jan. 2S 1910 made H E
for
Sec. 21 T ION
SWi- NWJ See 19 T 19N R
iNotice
John R.

NMl'M. has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish cbini' TTlhe
land above described, bet;ra
F. II. .Foster, U. S Commissioner
Roy, New Mexico,
on Aug 28, 1919

8-- 23

FOi: ri'FLICATION

Department of the Inferior, V.

Sec. 21,
'Ibv'p. 17N. R.21E

NW'i-NWi-

Sec.

t

,.,N.M.

who,

1I--

NOTICE

I

Lae.d
Tnierior. V .
í'i.'n:trfniíTií nf
üíiice at Sa.da Fo, New Mexico
July lo, 1J1.J.

sept ! 1919
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names ns witnesses:
Rov N il
Remijio Lope.
Department of the Interior, IT. S. Land
Angilis Herrera De Haven N M
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Tehsforo Ulibarri Camilo Contales of
Jul 12, 19 9
Dueyeros N M
Notice is hereby- given (bat
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
George H. Jordan, of Mills, N. M.
who on, May 8. 1915. add'l Sept 17,
NOTICE FOR 'PUBLICATION
1918 made H. E's.' No. 020000 and
Department of the interior, LT. S. Land 021375 for NJ Sec. 12 and SWJ Seel
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
T. 22 N R. 25 E
18

anty.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION'
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Ui!K!Kl

fjrthei' notified
Y i uve. ilt'ivfi-)!'i- ,
!!u;t 'bo ps.Ul iií'cyrali;;:!
be taben
as bavi;i:j I. " m eoa;'e-3-bi!y ihU
you, arel your said entry will he
Notice
canrelied thereunder without your
rie,ht to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
U S. 1 d fail to file in this office within f.'eiity
Dv'rartment cf ti;'; InU-rr2ú ;.úeo,
days after the FOURTH publication of
O.Iicc at Cayto:i,
this notice, a i shown below, your an- Jul H l'i:)
svor, under oath, .pccíP.cally mcetine
that
Nolícft b hereby
J.V
ions of
who and i'e;.p(.:i J'i!.e; to t'nee
oí llo.iebutl N
Oliver
coate
t, or if von fail within that time
K,
02.7.13
II
No
Cih
niailo
l'.U'i
on Mar.
to lile in this olfiee due proof that vow
íer NJ See. H T 17N 11 aiK N M
have
a copy cf your answer
oí
N. M. P. M., has íile.l notice
on trie saul conic. .tant either in
intention to make Three Year Pl'ooí
or by re;;iatered mail. If this
to establish claim to tho land above service is made by the delivery of a
,
S.
Foritc-rU.
before F. II.
copy of your answer to the contest- Commissioner, at iloy, New Mexico, ant in person, proof of such service
Sejjt 8 10 If
must be either the said contestants
Claimant names as witnesses:
written acknowleilirment of his re
Green iceint of the conv. showing the dale of
John
John B. Davis
Jim I. Malon its receipt, or the affidavit of the per
Charlie If. I'ryor
son by whom the delivery was made
all of Rosebud N M
stating when and where the copy was
p PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land by the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
You should state in your answer the
Jul 18 l'JI'J
name of the postoffice to which Vu
Notice is hereby given that
'Isidoro Bueno father and heir for the desire future notices to be sent to you.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
heirs of Getrudis Bueno, deceased ol
H
1916
mad
0
M
on
who
Jul
N
David
Date of first publication, Jul, 10, IM9
NJ
E No 022104 for
- second
- - - 26 - 'Sec 12 T 17N R 2í)E N M
i
SEL
- third
- Aug. 2 - P. M., has filed notice of intention to
- fourth
- - . .
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0, partan nt of the Fit. rier, V. P. ! ilid
Oiiice at Chivton, Ke'v Mc:.ico,
Ciiiimant nanscs a 3 v.i'ne;'?es:
July 10,
M L I'byiv.
Leo Warmer
Notice i ; hereby frivea that
() A Ful ler
all of Hoy N id.
' M, v.hn.
' .'..'ano, X M K.hvj.r.1 C Fale, of Di.vi.l.
F. A
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19
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17.
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Arad
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N'.V ii nd F N Fi í Í- c.
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FAIR VIEW PHARMACY,

Roy, N. BIcx.

PAZ VALVEÜDE,

Eerister

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION'
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Otfice at Clavfoii, .New Mexico.

Jul

15 1919

Notice is hereby given that
N. M.
Federico Tixier of Bueveros,
who on Sept 16 1918 made IF E. No.
024027 for SWi Sea 11 and NWJ See
14 T 2!N R. 3()n
N. M. P. 51., has filed notice of intention to make Final Threa Yfar ProcT,
to establish claim to the bind above
described before Register and Receiver
U. S. Land Office Clayton N M on the
Uth day of Sept 1919
Claimant names ns witnesses:
C.oore.
Clemente Padilla de Rios
Jose Merced Gonzales
Ulibarri,
Simon Gonzales, ail of Bueyeros N M
I'AZ VALYKKDE.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
Office

at

Clavton,

Jul

New

IT. S.

Fan

1

Mexico,

15 F.H9

Notice is hereby given that
Albert J. Feller of Bueyeros N M who
on Aug 18 1914 made IF E. No. 0F125
See 14 T 19N
and
for
R. 30E N M F M has
filed notice of intention to niabe Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to the land above descri'iod, b.eforo
E. IF Foster U. S. cmmi.ioner at
his office in Roy, New Mexico, on tr.
5th day of Sept, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Albert N M
Fred Heimmn
CBeller, Ni klans Ilnyoz, A. C. Filler,
NJ-S-

F.J-N-

all of Bueyeros N. M.
I'AZ VALVET'.D F,

TMF

ftpANIftH-AMFRICA-

:eent!i
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RUPERT HUGHES

imandment
CHAPTER XXIII

Continued.
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Mrs. Romllly finished her wholesale
order and wheezed out like a grand
old automobile of an early model.
When they were alone the partners
gazed at Daphne's list and then at
each other.
"What on earth made you take it?"
Mrs. Chlvvls exclaimed.. "You know
we can't fill It."
"We're going to fill It."
"But how?"
"Darned If I know, but Well, we'll
have to get a lot of sewing-wome- n
In
and sit up nights."
"But the material. , We can't buy
those things on credit"
"Then I'll borrow cash and pay for
It."
"Borrow

where? You said you
wouldn't trouble your brother."
"I'm not responsible for what I have
said or may say. Besides, I don't mind
going to Bayard, now that I can go
with success. I'll call on him In a
business way and offer him Interest
and all that. I guess Mrs. Romtlly's
name Is good enough collateral."
All unconscious of Daphne's affairs,
Bayard was approaching his office

CoprrUM by Harper

Bayard hung up the receiver, pushed
the telephone away as a bitter cup,
and laughed sheepishly.
"Great convenience, the telephone!
Just learned that Tve dropped more
money than I ever hoped to have. 'For
want of a nail the shoe was lost.' Oh
well, It saves me from spending it
foolishly. But If I'd had five thousand
My God! If I'd had five
dollars
thousand dollars."
Daphne could think of nothing more
helpful to say than a casual, "How's
Leila?"
"Don't ask ine!" Bayard smiled.
"Tell me. What can I do for you,
honey, before I go to take some nasty
medicine from the president"
"Nothing dear. I had to come downtown on an errand, so I thought I'd
run In and say 'hello.'"
"Well, hello !"

He kissed her and patted her back
with doleful tenderness and she went
out of his office Into the elevator. Its
door and Its clanking
chains gave it a congenial prison feeling, and the bottomless pit It dropped
Into seemed even more appropriate.
Iron-barre- d

CHAPTER

XXIV.

Daphne wanted to run away from
her thoughts' and she walked for a
mile or two up the deep ravine of
Broadway.
She dared not go back to
Mrs. Chlvvls Just yet with her bad
news. She thought of asking Clay for
a loan. She swept the appalling Idea
from her brain with a puff of derision.
Besides, he was out of town, Bayard
had said. She thought of asking Tom
Duane for It She tried to blow that
Idea from her mind, but It kept drifting back like a bit of stubborn thistledown. She could not outwalk It
At length she grew so desperate
that she stopped at a telephone booth
and brazenly called up Duane's number. He chanced to be at home. When
he heard her voice he cried :
"Oh Lord, It's good to hear you.
Sing again, sing again, nightingale!"
"I'm no nightingale. I'm a business
woman, offering you an Investment"
She told him the whole story. The
name of Mrs. Romllly made him whistle. "Old Gorgon Zola," he called her,
and added, "You're a made woman."
"But the clothes aren't made, and I
can't make 'em till I get some money.
Would you could you advance me a
little on the most excellent security?"
"How much do you want? Where
shall I bring It?"
"Mall two er five hundred dollars
to the shop, will you? And I can never
thank you enough."
"Hush. It's me that thanks you.
Don't you want more?"
"No, thanks."
"It will be there In the early mall
and I may call round later to put a
mortgage or something on the place."
"Good-by,- "
she chuckled, and hung
up the receiver. She was frying softly as she stole from the bl&ssed booth,
and she looked less like a successful
business woman than ever.
Something made her think of Wetherell. She stopped off at Bayard's
floor and rang the bell. Leila's new
butler admitted her with pomp. Daphne walked past him Into the drawing-rooLeila and Wetherell were
standing there In heavy coats. They
seemed to be a little shocked at seeing
Daphne.
She was horribly hurt at
seeing them, but she chirruped:
"Just come in?"
"Just going out," Leila answered,
kissing Daphne nervously.
"Where?" Daphne asked, with Intrepidity, as she shook hands with
.
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Mrs. Romllly Finished Her Wholesale
Order and Came Wheezing Out Like
a Grand Cld Automobile of an Early
Model.

with the brisk manner of a triumphant
capitalist. But that was bluff for outward effect He was actually dizzy
with loss of bearings and control.
Bayard had carried heavier burdens
than Clay, and under the sting of
Leila's whip had taken greater risks
for higher prizes. The crash in the
street had found him so extended that
he could not recover without additional help. That very morning one of
his brokers had called on him for a renewal of margins. lie had to have
five thousand dollars or ho would lose
fifty.
Rebuffed from every door, Bayard
had gone to Wetherell's office a mysterious sort of place surrounded by
guards and secret service men to
ward off the menace of spies, real and
Imaginary.
Bayard had unusual difficulty In
passing the lines. The reason he soon
heard. A new man was In charge in
Wetherell's place, a retired British officer whose natural und affected gruff-nes- s
wus aggravatrd by the unpleasant nature of hla tasks. lie had only
one eye.
He made Bayard describe who and
what he was and what he wanted.
Only Bayard's desperation gave him
to ask this old Cyclops for
an advance on new contracts.
Baynrd went away in a stupor. He
had intelligence eough to feel that he
could less safely attack Wetherell
now than before, ne would seem to
be Implicated In the fellow's malfeasance. He would only advertise to his
creditors that his vaunted contracts
were worthless. Business men will endure much to escape such publication
of their wrongs.
Bayard kept his head high till he
reached his own office. Then he fell
Into his chair and propped his elbows
on his desk and gripped his hot brows
'n his hands as If he were holding his
skull together. It Is the business man's
attitude of prayer.
It was thus that Daphne found hlra
when she opened the door narrowly
and closed it behind her as softly as
La Tosca. She was beaming with affection and Importance, and when at
her mischievous
"Ahem!" Bayard
looked up she was so pretty that he
forgot himself long enough to smile
and rush forward to embrace her.
She was wondering how to state her
errand when the telephone rang. It
startled Bayard strangely. He caught
It to his lips as a toper lifts a glass,
ne pressed the receiver to his ear and
evidently recognized the voice that
said "Hello" from somewhere.
He answered In monosyllables of
the least Importance, bi Daphne
Ueard gloom In them.

Wetherell

a

prize-fighter- 's

nary handshake It was.
"Oh er Just motoring

&

Brothers

Wetherell felt that she had turned
against him and he reached for the
last of the wine to fling It down his
throat. Leila grimly took it from his
fingers and emptied it In the Ice
bucket.
"Chauffeurs and champagne are a
bad combination," she laughed, but
there was a sneer on her lips. '
"Oh, very well!" Wetherell sneered
In turn. He paid for the dinner and
tipped the waiter with the lavlshness
of a bankrupt. He tipped lavishly the
man who guarded bis car, and swung
out Into the road with an instant
speed that would have been prettier
If there had been lesa danger.
Daphne and Leila were good sports,
but they were not merry. Wetherell
furnished all the merriment, and his
was from wine and despair. It was
the wine that brought out the truth.
He had to tell Daphne what he had
told Leila, of his misfortune with his
bally old government.
He asked Daphne to explain to Bayard how sorry he was that he was involved in the crash.
"Your broth' Bayard's aw'fly nice
fel', Miss Skip. He's got nicest 11T
wife In worl'. Perf'ly good 11 T girl.
Straight as a string straight as they
make 'em. No nonsense about 11T
Leir. I just love her perf'ly
love. I'd do anything In worl'
for Lell' or 1IT Miss Daffy or ol'
broth Bay'd. Tell him 'at, will you,
like a goo' 111 girl? Tell Bay' 'at,
hon-or'b-

will-U?- "

Daphne grew furious. She felt now
Justified her presence
here. She held Leila fast in her embrace and commanded
Wetherell.
Do you hear?
"Slow down at. once
Slow down this carl"
Wetherell laughed: "Bless HT heart
I'm goln' take you home. You're quite
shafe with me quite. Man that's
born to be hanged never drown or get
automokllled that's good word
eh, what?"
They whipped round a somber Jut In
the road, and his searchlight painted
Instantly In white outlines against the
black world a wagonload of sleepy
children returning from some village
church affair. They were singing,
drowsily, "Merrllee we

that she had

1

mumbled.
"She is hurt a trifle worse than you.
But she'll come round all right."
"I don't believe you!" said Daphne,
and sighed, "Poor Bayard 1"
"Who Is Bayard?"
"My brother her husband."
"Ah, the young man who was The
other young man was not your husband, then?"
Daphne shook her head. "He Is no
relation a friend."
"Perhaps we'd better notify Bayard.
What's hla last name? Has he a teleDaphne and Leila seemed to die at phone?"
Daphne muttered his name and numonce.
Wetherell groaned, "Oh, my God, ber. Then her head was lifted, a capsule placed In her mouth, and a glass
the H'l chll'ren 1"
There was nothing for Wetherell to of water held to her lips. When she
do but what he did. He spun his wheel was restored to her pillow a sedative
and drove his thunderbolt into an was within her to subdue the riot of
open concrete culvert.
There was a her thoughts.
She wondered what Duane would
furious racket. The car turned a
somersault and crumpled in a shud- think of her now. She remembered
the money she had asked him to lend
dering mass.
Wetherell, pfnloned under the wheel, her. It would be in the morning's
was knocked this way and that and mall. But she would not be there to
Mrs. Chlwis might not dare
his beautiful head cracked on the con- open
to.
crete like a china doll's.
All her acquaintance Cegan to march
Leila was snatched from the car as
in review.
If invisible hands had caught her ex- past Daphne's brain
and whimquisite body for a lash to flog a tele- - Thoughts and
sies danced through her mind in a carnival of stupor and frenzy, while to
the eyes of the nurses she lay still and

prelimi-

about

a

bit."

"Thanks I'd love it," Daphne dared
to say, almost as much amazed as
they were at hearing her accept the
Invitation that had not been given.
She was quite shameless from their
point of view, but she felt that It
would be unpardonable to let her
brother's wife go unrebuked or at
least unaided and unchnperoned on a
cruise bo perilous to reputation if not
to character.
While she was at the miserable
business she decided to make a good
Job of it. When they went down to
the car she squeezed In between Leila
and Wetherell. Leila blanched with
jealousy and cold rage.
(
They dined at Long Bench and
watched the dancers, In sullen mood.
Wetherell ordered much champagne
and would not listen to Leila's pleas
that he let it alone. He frightened her
a little by his reckless mood, and
Daphne began to dread the Journey
home In the dark with champagned
hands on the steering wheel.
After Daphne and he had executed a
funeral dance Leila was emboldened
to step out with him. They talked
very earnestly and he seemed to horrify her by what he said to her.
Daphne could not Imagine what it
was. Bayard had not told her of Wetherell's downfall from power.
Wetherell confessed his disgrace to
Leila in the dance, and Leila was sickened with the sordid outcome of her
romance.
She had played with fire
and got soot on her hands. She quit
the dance and asked to be taken home.

outrages the blind forces of momentum had wreaked on her with the fury
of a Bill Slkes trying to beat a woman
to death.
The chauffeurs and passengers of
cars that drew up in lengthening
queues ran to the scene of Wetherell's
disaster.
At first they could not see Wetherell, but they saw Daphne and her
peril, and they set frantically to work
to drag her free. But she was so
caught that they could not release her
until they should remove the car. They
pulled and heaved, but it was Jammed
Into the culvert and the ditch so tight
that they could not budge it, though
they took risk enough and suffered
blistered hands and charred clothes.
At last one chauffeur fastened a
chain to the rear axle of Wetherell's
car and to the front axle of his, and,
by alternate backing and swerving,
dragged and hoisted Wetherell's car
upward and rearward while other men
snatched Daphne from beneath and
away from the flames Just as they
were nibbling at her skirts.
At the same time they disclosed the
body of Wetherell and with huge difficulty fetched it forth. Still others
found Leila in a heap, 'a toy with
broken joints.
,
The last thlpg Daphne had known
was the sensation of being shaken to
death, a helpless mouse In a terrier's
mouth. The next she knew was that
she was seated on the edge of a ditch
and leaning against the shoulder of a
kneeling woman In evening dress.
A number of shadowy men and
women wavered against the searing
glare of the gasoline.
They arrived at last at a hospital.
Daphne was lifted out and delivered
Into the possession of two curt young
Internes. She was stretched on a Utter, carried feet foremost Into an elevator, down a corridor to a room, and
rolled out on a bed. Two nurses proceeded to undress her and bathe her.
Then an older doctor came in and examined her Injuries. She blazed with
shame, one complete blush; but to
him she was hardly more than a car
brought to a garage. He nodded cheerfully and said:
"Not a bone broken, young lady,
and no internal derangements that I
can discover. A few burns, that's all,
and a big shock."
"Is Leila hurt much?" Daphne

Wetherell Furnished All the Merri-meand His Was From Wine and
Despair.
phone pole with, then threw her Into
a ditch. Daphne was flung and battered and thrust under the car when
It turned over. And then the gasoline

spilled from the shattered tank and
caught fire.
CHAPTER

XXV.

Underneath the machine lay the
relics of Wetherell, who would suffer
no more here. Close by was Daphne
Kip, whom a brief unconsciousness
gave a short furlough from torturo.
She was not alive enough to be afraid
Of the long, lean flames about the
gasoline tank, though they kept
springing at her like wolfhounds held
In a weakening leash.
They had not
yet quite reached her, but they missed
her less and less.
A small distance off, Leila lay still,
In almost her first ungraceful attitude,
oblivious for a ievc moments oí tite

head cold as if a clammy hand had
been laid on It Death was at work.
Where would he stop?
In the chill white aisle of the corridor his frenzy gave place to a sense
of bitter cold. A chill white nurse led
him past doors and doors to a room
where in a white bed lay a chill white
thing, a cylinder of cotton.
Leila's face was almost Invisible in
bandages; her whole body crisscrossed
and swaddled. She was an Egyptian
princess mummied. For a moment her
soul came out of the drug at his gasp
of pity. It ran about Inside Its cocoon
trying to find a nerve to pull or a
muscle to signal to him outside. The
mere lifting of her hand brought from
her a moan of such woe as canceled
all Bayard's grievances against her.
Once Bayard's resentments and
Jealousies were swept from his mind,
his old love came back throbbing and
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Capital and Labor.

"What's the difference between capital and labor?"
"If I had to work and turn three-fourtof my wages over to you, that

hs

would be labor.""
"Yes?"
"On the other hand. If you had to
s
of your
work and turn
wages over to me, that would be capital." Life.
three-fourth-

sefli!

iff

Cheap at the Price.
First Business Man I declare. That
more Boresum persists In calling on
me at the office and staying for hours
during my busiest time. I should like
to be rid of him and yet I don't want

IPs

to offend him.
Second Business Ditto Why
try loaning him five dollars?

not

WHY HIS
HEAD IS
BANDAGED.
Wifey: Henry,
some bold,
bad man were
to kidnap me
would you offer
a reward.
Certainly,
I
always reward
those who do
me a favor.
If

He Was So Grateful, So Eager to B
Deceived That He Forgot Her Stat
and Clutched Her Hand Hard and
Kissed It in Gratitude,
leaping.
His very soul bled and h
dropped to his knees, his arm thrown
across that bundle of wreckage which
had been his choice among the world'i

beauties.
He was soon dragged from his come
munion with his
unconscious bride by the young doctor, who
lifted him up with the unpractlced
diplomacy of internes and led him
aside, grumbling: "Say, what you trying to do? Kill her? She's weak and
her heart's fluttering. Cheer her up
If you can. If you can't, you can't
stay. Better not stay, anyway."
Bayard apologized cravenly and
promised better behavior, and wai
permitted to steal back to Leila. H
took her one undamaged hand ; it wat
as beautiful as the severed hand of s
Greek statue, and as marbllsh white
and cold.
The interne led him at length out
Into the corridor. And now Bayard
remembered that he had also a sister,
an only sister, In this same tavern oi
pain. His heart went out to her. Hi
remembered, too, that they had a father and a mother to tell or deceive.
it
The Interne assured him that
Daphne's injuries were slight Shi
looked sad enough when he peered in
at her, though she was far from thi
dreary estate of Leila. She wai
asleep, but she woke at the sound oi
his step, and, turning her head with
slept
effort, opened her eyes and smiled al
In another room Leila was shriek- him feebly and whispered his name,
ing and fighting, whimpering and and beckoned to him with one weak
moaning, a torn gazelle under the finger.
claws and fangs of tigerish pain. AbDaphne's heart ached out to him;
ruptly there came a lethal silence also she hugged him as hard as her weak
from her. They had succeeded in arms would let her. She searched hei
drugging her at last.
mind for comfort. She could think oi
nothing so comforting Just now as i
When Daphne had left Bayard in hearty, reassuring He. She whispered:
the afternoon she had found that he
"It's all my fault honey. You sea
was depressed, but not how deeply. Mr. Wetherell was taking me out for a
She supposed that his money loss was ride. I met Leila. She told me yon
only a failure of expected profits, or telephoned you weren't coming hom
the mishap of an investment. She for dinner. She looked so lonely that
did not dream that he was crippled I asked her to come along and chapfinancially.
eron us. I'm to blame for it all. Can
Bayard was so forlorn, so profound- you ever forgive me?"
ly ashamed of his bad guesswork,
He was so grateful, so eager to b
that he could not bear to show his deceived, that he forgot her state anf
face at any of his clubs that night. clenched
her hand hard and kissed it
He had boasted there too often of In gratitude
for a priceless boon. Thf
having bought heavily of the stock. He nurse,
returning, saw the deed ano
had persuaded too many of his friends smiled, not knowing
what Joy Bayar
to invest In it
was taking in absolving Leila of susSo he went where busy men go picion
and loading himself with blame,
when other places are closed to them.
At such a time we love to bow oui
He went home. When he reached his own
heads In shame and cast ashei
apartment he found that Leila had r.pon
our hair. The taste of ashes lr.
given the servants a night out
the mouth is good at such a time.
Leila had left no word of her own
Daphne's first visitor after Bayard
pluns. After a forlorn delay Bayard
was Mrs. Chlvvls.
called for Daphne. She was gone, too,
"Oh, my dearl" she murmured. "J
with no word of her return.
read in the papers about your misforAt last the telephone rang. A man's tune. Such a night as
I had spent I 1
voice spoke and explained that it was so
afraid for you I And to think
spoke from the hospital.
that you were lying here in such pain I
"Is Mr. Kip there? Is this Mr. Kip? And I might have helped you."
Mr. Bayard Kip? Your wife la here,
Daphne smiled, and they clasped
and your sister, and your friend Weth- hands like the two splendid
little busierell automobile accident out here ness women they were.
on Long Island pretty bad smash.
"How's the shop?" Daphne asked.
Your wife's not very well better
"I haven't been there."
come out as soon as you can."
"It isn't open, then?"
The world reeled. Bayard seized his
"No, indeed. With you herel"
hat, played a tattoo on the elevator
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
bell, darted into the street yelled at a
taxicab with ferocity, got In, ordered
Scale Reveals Salmon's Age.
the driver to "go like hell." He kept
A single scale from a salmon will
putting his head out to howl at him. tell its owner's age and whether the
At the hospital he questioned the in- fish's pickings have been slim or the
terne fiercely about Leila and Daphne, opposite. When viewed through a miand had evasive answers. He did not croscope the scale will reveal tiny
ask about Wetherell, but the Interne lines, which have developed at the, rate
volunteered the news that he was of 18 a year. Lines crowded dose
prove that the salmon has been living
dead. .
That made the ultimate difference. high. Lines widely, spread, ludlc&tft
'
Bayard, stopped short la awe, hla fore sctmt diet.
once-mor-

-

Papa and Clara.
viura wears nne simen nose
Purchased with her papa's rocks;
But the old man always goes
socks.
Around In

it
j
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Envy.

"If I had my life to live over," remarked Mr. Dustin Stax, "I'd be a
moving picture star."
"But you have amassed wealth."
"Yes. But a moving picture star can
make a million dollars a minute without having the finger of scorn pointed at him as a profiteer."
Kind Old Gentleman
What a fine
little fellow, to be sure. Father's right-han- d
man, aren't you?
Fine Little Fellow Naw, you poor
old minnow, I'm left handed.
The Cook's Place.
Willis Does your wife know her
place?
Glllis You bet. She realizes that It
Is above everybody In the household
except the baby. Judge.
Up to Date.
Hewitt We don't hear much nowadays about the "steam roller" In poli-

tics.

Jewett No; I suppose they have
tanks now.
Enviable.

"The man with the first straw hat
always looks rather funny."
"Yes. In addition to being comfortable himself, he helps to cheer up
the people who are feeling miserable."

THE
SUPREME
TEST.

It must

iba

awful to have
staring
death
you in the face.
Huh! Did you
ever get home

1

after midnight
and have your
wife stare at
you.

Willowy?
Wood Is hard, or wood Is soft,
Trees are old, or sometimes new.
So I should like to know for sure
The quality possessed by yew.

Cartoons Magazine.

Pleasant Belief.
"Who Is that?"
"The census enumerator."
"Well, we can answer his table of
questions with an easy mind. It ain't
like the Income tax." Louisville
Courier--

Journal.

A

Nondescript Gift

"Chotly, did you pick out this present for me yourself?"
"No, I got Venessa Flubdub to help
me select It."
"Ah, that explains matters. That
girl hates me."
No Security.

The Clothing Salesman Here's a
nice feature, a change pocket with a
button to prevent losses.
Mr. Longsufferer Haven't you one
with a combination lock? My wife,
knows how to unfasten a button.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

Lace Frocks in
Favor in Paris
and Monte
Deanvllle,
Carlo are principal points of Interest
on the fashion program. Paris, which
Is to say all of fashionable Paris, has
betaken Itself to the smart resorts in
France, so It Is necessary to follow
closely, asserts a prominent New York
fashion writer, if one Is to keep In
touch with the latest developments
in dress.
Always on the alert, Paris traveled
to the races, but many of the best peo
ple were absent and the mldlnettes
failed the dressmakers at the last moment, so that there were fewer new
frocks than had been expected. Happily most of the troubles are over and
the best houses have promised Interesting and Important changes. Bow-evewe are left to guess what the
changes are to be, though a few of
the models give some important clews
and the assurance that whatever the
changes may be one may be certain
that they will be Interesting.
- r
The elegance of thetoi
lettes Is repeatedly mentioned and
there Is every indication that eventually the more elaborate manner of
dressing will return." Lace, which has
long since been discarded, is considered one of the most important materials for afternoon wear.
Many and conflicting were the comments on Its use at the races, but !n
epite of adverse opinion it was noted
that as the days passed by and the
makers had an opportunity of showing new models- the lace dresses increased In numbers.
e
An
frock was contemptuously referred to as a lace curtain,
but nevertheless the dress was repeated later by other women.
The widely diverging views In regard to the use of lace are to be expected, for there is no more difficult

ured In the skirt principally and the
waist was of taffeta with a touch of
lace. Tunics are as prominent as ever
in the scheme of the lace dress, but
the lace reaches almost to the bottom
of the foundation skirt.
The dark silk dresses considered
sufficiently elaborate for any afternoon affair if embroidered or otherwise embellished seem to be passing
out, at least for the summertime.
Jenny uses Chantilly lace In a large
way, that is to say, in quantities and
A black satin and
in big spaces.

r,

Such tender bits of fine meat such careful seasoning! One taste of Libb 1 Vienna Sausatje, served
piping hot, will tell you it was prepared by master
chefs! Ask your grocer for a package today.
Contents will serve two.
Libby, M9Neill & Llbby, Chicago
.
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for Infants and children, and see that it
Yonkenr
Ytanra the
Signature
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Decollete.
"Doefm't that movie actress put on Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
airs?" "Well, she ought to put on
Always Sharp.
something."
Film Fun.
"Do bees lose their temper?" asks
Decollete bathing costumes are all an exchange.
We know their stings don't.
right as far as they go.

otC&APmZrfh:

Despite its scope Swift &
Company is a business of infinite details, requiring infinite
attention.
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Each manufacturing operation must
be done with expert skill and scientific
precision. A highly perishable product
must be handled with speed and care
to avoid loss.

embroidered

summer

skirt with a flesh georgette blouse
with Val lace. The hat Is malina
with a robin's egg blue raffia crown
a fine summer outfit.

black lace frock by her Is typical of
the prevailing mode in more ways
than one. It carries the harem hem,
the almost sleeveless bodice and the
nipped-iwaistline with the fullness
bulging both below and above. To
all Intents and purposes the dress Is
of lace, with the pattern in the sweeping curves common to Chantilly. Below the waist there is a full peplum
and the satin is draped as a scarf over
the shoulders, forming the only
sleeves there are and falling straight
to the hem at the front, leaving an
open space showing the lace, about
eight inches wide, In the center.
Drapery and Plaiting.
Several striped dresses in taffeta
have been noted that show the eame
arrangement of drapery over the
shoulder and one a bit on that order
is marvelously constructed of fine
plaiting. Variation Is found in the
way the plaiting is looped up at the
sides Is a modified pannier effect.
Across the front of the upper part the
plaits are held In closely, like a girdle,
and at each side allowed to fall loose
ly In a large loop.
Drecoll shows a Chartreuse colored
frock with the skirt draped in Chan
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Vegetable

Com-

pound for me.

After taking two
bottles I felt fine

and my troubles caused by that weakness are a thing of the past All women
who suffer as I did should try Lydia E.
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound."
Mrs. Jas. Roiirbero. 620 Knapp St,
N. 8., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Women who suffer from any form of
weakness, as indicated by displacements,
inflammation, ulceration, irregularities,
backache, headaches, nervousness or
"the blues," should accept Mrs. Romberg's suggestion and give Lydia
Pinkhams Vegetable Compound a
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Incentive to Speed.
"Better not keep that man waiting
any longer."
"Why not?" demanded the magnate.
"He's been wulting so long that he
has become acquainted with your stenographer. Their acquaintance has ripened Into friendship, love is a natural seqiience, marriage follows and
then you'll be shy a good stenog."
WHY DRUGGISTS

RECOKD

SUB-ROO- T

For many yean druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
the great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.

It it a physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening

over which they have little or no control.
Nearly always, however, they can be traced
Id -- stomach. Nor la
to an Internal source
beginit to be wondered at.
inning with such well defined symptoms
digestion, belching, heartburn, bloat, etc.,
will, If not checked. In time affect to some
degree or other all the vital organs. The
nervous system becomes deranged. Digestion
suffers. The blood Is impoverished. Health
and strength are undermined. The victim of
although he may not know
the cause of his ailments, feels his hope,
courage, ambition and energy slipping. And
truly Ufe Is dark not worth much to the
man or woman who has
Qet rid of It! Don't let
hold
you back, wreck your health, make your
days miserable, make you a victim of the
"blues" and gloomy thoughts! There Is a
marvelous modern remedy called KATON1C
that brings, oh! such quick relief from your
stomach miseries sets your stomach to rights
-- makes
It strong, cool, sweet and comfortable. Helps you get back your strength, vigor,
vitality, enthusiasm
So
and good cheer.
many thousands upon thousands of sufferer
have used EATON1C with such marvelouely
helpful results that we are sure you will
feel the same way If you will just give It a
trial. Get a big 60 cent box of EATONIC
the good tasting tablets that you eat Ilk &
bit of candy from your druggist today. Ho
will return your money If results aro not
ven more than you expect.

u

?ATONIC

medi-

It

helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
cine.

JZ) ( TOR YOUR
nmovI n
v vil i cdplaced
UHld I LI MLLLII

anywhere

AND KILLS
ALL FLIES.
Neat,
elean.onuuneotal .convenient, cheap. Lasts
all sesión, wade of
metal, can't spill or
tip over; will not soil
or injure anything.
Gnarantsed effective.
Anlrl hv Hntra. tm

ATTRACTS

SBMhttktte&Si
1
JUIb

BAttOLU tHJWcMi, 1W

sj

prapud, 1J&.
Brooklyn,

iOt,

An

iy

mention this paper. Adv.

rar 19

Too Promiscuous.
"A wonderful invention, the wireless."
"But not yet adapted to sending
love messages."
"No?"
"There's no telling who would pick
up 'Ten thousand kisses.' " Birmingham

Use Cuticura Soap

?& ?

To Clear Your Skin
All druggists: 8oap 26, Ointment 26 A 50, Tsloam X.
Bam pie enob fre of "Oatteara, Dept. I, Boston.."
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W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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Very Much So.
There is far more pleasure to be derived from the pursuit of happiness
than there is In catching it.
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"The nuthor of The Itaven' was a
riddle."
"Well, he was a Poe, sir."
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Swift & Company, U. S. A.

llmmm!wxr 0

-''

attention to one of
your newspaper
advertisements and
immediately my
husband bought
three bottles of
Lydia E. Pinkham'a

V

E

d

Let us send you a Swift "Dollar".
It will interest you.
Address Swift & Company,
Chicago, I1L
Union Stock Yards,

I

well-know- n

'i

whicn
caused backache
and headaches. A
friend called m y

all-ov-

Do you believe that Government
direction would add to our efficiency
or improve the service rendered the
producer and consumer?

2

'if

hi i

cate human mechanism be improved
upon?

ff

I

a weakness

Caused

Nwsput4r LuJl,

organdie

For many months
Pa."
to do my work owing to

Pittsburgh,

I was not able

Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" to be
must be marked with the
safety "Bayer Cross." Always buy an
unbroken Bayer package which contains proper directions to safely reby
lieve Headache, Toothache, Earache,
Neuralgia, Colds and pain. Handy tin
boxes of 12 tablets cost but a few Acid-Sfomc- oh
cents at drug stores larger packages
also. Aspirin Is the trade mark of
Million of people who worry, are deep on
dent, have pella of mental depreselon, feel
Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlc-acidestblue and are often melancholy, believe that
of Sallcyllcacid. Adv.
these condition! are due to outside Influence
genuine

An

From Suffering by Getting
Her Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound.

thorough trial.
For over forty; years It has been
correcting such ailments. If you have
mysterious complications write for
advice to Lydia E. Pinkbam Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass.

J

V

h
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fi

All these requirements of intelligence,
loyalty, devotion to the task, are met
in the personnel of Swift & Company.
Yet the profit is only a fraction of a cent
per pound with costs at minimum.
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"BAYER CROSS" ON

m AY Em

tllly and the girdle forming wing-lik- e
loops at the side, giving the desired
width.
On the whole new models are rather
scarce, suggesting that the best known
makers are not averse to holding back
us many of their creations as they
may for later In the season
Whether by accident or following
Amerlead of Paris, a
the
;
ican designer turned out lately a
i
I
l
(hurraing afternoon dress of organdie
I
1
i
' Á?
r
and black net, bearing out the asser
tion that silks are no longer absolute
ly necessary In the construction of the
reception and dinner frock.
The entire gown was of French blue
organdie draped with the net In tunic
fashion and edged with black lace. If
either this frock or the lace frocks
noted at the races are any Indication,
(2
'I the chemise dress is on the wane, for
each one is marked by a decided waist'
line and hoth show sashes tied In huge
bows at the back
All the late models by Beer point to
This creation is a combination of rich
cream lace and gold and the fact that the flaring tunic over a
chiffon.
Hat Is of tighter foundation will continue In
black, glazed Milan, with great yel favor.
low organdie rose.
Redingotes Are Coming Back.
Cloth
dresses in redingote style conmaterial to handle, and If used the
appear and are quite the ac
to
tinue
frock Is sure to be either a decided
cepted thing when wool dresses are
success or a miserable failure.
Indications are
Paris is surely correct when follow- worn. From this the
will
be among the
redingote
the
that
ing Its usual rule of never doing things
they
make their
when
models
autumn
measures. It selects the
by half-waappearance on this side. Redingotes
widest laces possible and drapes them
two or three seasons
over something dark to give the pat- were Introduced
ago.
they did not make
At
the
time
tern the best advantage. Other modare now
els illustrate the use of black and any deep Impression, but
any sug
success,
as
surer
of
rather
same
Chantilly,
in
the
used
white
will
be out
being
extreme
gestion
of
dress with a most refreshing effect.
Callot, Cheruit and Pierre Bulloz of the question, and they are undoubt
are all making use of quantities of edly smart,
As the longer Jacket is rather enre
lace in the summer models, which they
always show in midseason for the of being the proper thing this fall, one
benefit of their resident Paris clien- may have the same trouble as former
tele. French women have always been ly in trying to tell a dress from a coat
partial to lace for afternoon wear and or the reverse.
All authorities agree so far on the
know how to wear It to the best advantage. Where the American woman wider hip line and the accentuated
Is prone to place with it a hat that fullness about the hips, and this Is
carries the same tame note as the to be found In the coats and suit Jack
lace, the French woman will wear ets, as well as In the frocks, where It
something that will provide a contrast has been seen principally so far.
and tone up the entire costume. The Jenny is very active In turning out
contrasting note will be found usually suits, as it appears that the dolman
In the hat or the materlnl combined and even the cape are slightly less In
with the lace. As black and white is demand and It Is anticipated that the
at present the most popular combina- suit will take the place to a certain
tion in Paris the hat is frequently of extent.
black tulle, either with crosse or paraAmong New Fall Shades.
'
dise.
Among the new fall shades, Indian
Two of the smartest dresses of lace
at Monte Carlo were in black, as were red, Pompelan red and Cordovan
the hats which were worn with them. brown (a warm yellow brown tone),
In both of these dresses the lace fig are most prominent.
I

Alert wisdom and judgment must
be used in getting stocks of goods into
the open channels of demand through
our four hundred branch houses.
Branch house organizations must
show activity and energy to sell at the
market in the face of acute competition from other large packers, and
hundreds of small ones.

jSv
&7V

'
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'

'

Chemists, engineers, accountants,
and other specialists are required to
take care of our intricate problems.

sfésft

t Hi

"

Experienced men must know
livestock buying with a knowledge of weight, price, the amount
and quality of meat the live
animals will yield.

How can the workings of this

Cotton In Korea.
By extension of the area of Korenn
cotton cultivation, Japan expects to
make this its chief source of supply
and thereby enable Its spinning and
weaving Industries to be Independent
In foreign output. It is planned to have
under cultivation by the end of 19'JS,
250,000 acres of American cotton and
8,'i,000 acreR of native cotton.

GENUINE ASPIRIN

Htrrn

SAVES WIFE

,

v

n

Delicate Mechanism

HUSBAiD

In the good old summer time when
fruits of all kinds are getting ripe
and tempting, when cucumbers, radishes and vegetables fresh from the
garden are too good to resist, when the
festive picnic prevails and everybody
overeats and your stomach goes back
on you, then is the time for "August
Flower," the sovereign remedy for
tired, overworked and disordered stomachs, a panacea for Indigestion, fermentation of food, sour stomach, slclr.
headuche and constipation.
It gently
stimulates the liver, cleanses the Intestines and alimentary canal, making
life worth living. Soli everywhere.

pre-wa-

Napoleon's Faith In Diamr.nd.
She Burns That
Napoleon had a large diamond Ret
Mrs. Flatbush I see you have a
new cook and she appears to be very In the hilt of the sword he wore at his
wedding with the famous Josephine,
dressy.
Mrs. Bensonhurst Isn't slie dressy, for lie believed that the gem would
bring him good fortune.
though?"
"How much do you pay her?"
Important to Mothers
"Oh, $50 a month."
Examine carefully every bottle of
"Is she a good cook? I mean, does
CASTOKIA, that famous old remedy

she burn anything?"
"Only the $50, I believe."
Statesman.

ir

ir--

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER

"

jr

Canada

is as p;cfith!2 as Grain Growing
in western vanaaa urain urowing is a prom maiter. liaising vaiue,
Sheep and Hogs brings certain success. It's easy tn prosper where you
can raise 20 to 45 bu.ol wheat to the acre and buy on easy terms.
.

.

sMAXUA.

B

...

. --1

HIS..

Railway and Land Companies offer unusual Inducements to home- u fiuaciLj. iioiib UIWIO
v lUMCi.s . iimuiivauniMwiuGiiji;;
,uuui
for the purchase oí stock or other tanning requirements can be had at low interest.
Dominion
The Governments of the
and Provinces of Manitoba.
and Alberta extend every encouragement to the farmer and ranchman.
You can obtain excellent land at low prices on easy terms, and get high price
for your grain, cattle, aheep and hoaa low taxes (none on
o, r.jm -í;
ana snipping jauuues. xree
improvements!, gooa maree
school, churches, splendid climate and sure crops.

4i

For fllnstrated ntsratora. mat. dMcriptton of lands for sol In Manttoba.
Baitatehewap sod Altar, reduced nilrad rafea, te., ai)ply to Suparintsuduii
vf Immigration, Ottawa, Canaria, o

W. V. BENNETT, Room 4, Bee Building, Olí AHA, KEB.
Canadian Government Agent
St. John to Be Nationalized.
The nationalization of the port of
St. Johns, N. B., appears to be assured. Thlg will mean elaborate improvements at once and will place
St. Johns among the greatest ports of
the Dominion.
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SwCiá!

1

Rests, Refreshes, Soothes,
Heals Keep your Eyes
Ktrnnc And HealthvIf

tneyiire,aman,cn,or

r;C Burn, if Sore, Irritated,
Síj.S
iu i.il CI L3 Inflamed or Granulated,

use Murine of tea Safe for Infant or Adult
At all Drupgists. Write for Free Eye Book.
Kariat Eye KcraedY Company, Chicago, I). S.i.

Every W oman "W ants

Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelric catarrh, ulceration and Inflara
nation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. fnr fan
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
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A "Snorty Gobbler" does not necessarily have to be

a turkey. However this name originated with the
Turkey Family. For instance, you will always notice
where a very large flock of turkeys are penned together, after about three days of argument, there is
one that stands head and shoulders above his fellows.
The reason for this is, he has put every bit of energy
and persistence at his command at doing one thing
namel- y- Putting across his proposition.
THIS IS THE ORIGINAL SNORTY GOBBLER
Snorty Gobbler can be individuals, companies or cities or in
fact anything that

When all

is

me

said and done, you will find that the

SNORTY

GOBBLER

and GAS CO.

0

has done

nothing to cause the original
SNORTY GOBBLER to hang his head, in

shame.

a class by itself, For instance,

is in

The derrick is up. and machinery is

ROY; N. M. is a Snorty Gobdler.

"on

the ground, O.S. Johnson, a represetatfo

The Snorty Gobbler Oil and Gas Co" is
of the company
everything
putting forth all its energy and
else it takes to pioneer the oil industry in
North East Ii M.
V,z.crr.'.z Vc
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ICO acres of good v.'.heut land
to lease. Wheat on it this year
will mako twentylivc to thirty
bushels por acre,
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The New btore
LUJAN & S
In the Foster Block, Roy,
GFFER5
.

YOU

A

NEW

MERCHANDISE

STOCK OF GÉÍ1ERAL.
FAIR PRICES

AT

.

i

.

,

tliaKS-j-

Ui2.'

IP.

ui. 'LiiiJii

it 0. Farm

Implemenis,
Farm Wagons &

J

xfnrkft Prices
and Ranch Ptodttce.
Hid s, Pelts and all Farm

'Farm Rlachincry
Slock Tanks
Wind Mills
Oil Stoves
Well Casing
Harvester and Auto Oils
Wagons
Pumps and Cylinders
Gas Pipe
Cream Separators

!J

Dry Goods, Shoes
Ready-to-We-

Clothing

ar

PATRONAGE
WE SOLICT YOUR

0

JUAN LUJAN

REMIGIO LOPEZ

31 E

Registered French Percheron Stallion,
'

LEOPOLD

.99421

Recorded, Percheron Society of America, No. 101778.
Color, Black, white star in face. Foaled May 4, 191 1, Bred
by M. Hubert, Dept. of Orne, France.
Good
Header
Roy.New Mexcio. Best TON STALLION in New Mexico. Licence No.
d

For

Sale
No.
Cook stove, in first
class repair, see or write
8

J. II. CriswellRoy, N. M,

G toeeries

.

beds, stock tanks

2d-han-

We Buy Butter and Eggs
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Will be kept
for Service,

Saocahí
OCOLOUIl

1 01 O
aÍ
UA Al7JL

At the Geo.

Cochrane
Farm, 2 miles West and 6. miles North of ROY,

Term

si

To insure Colt to Teat

Wanted
Work on ranch by man and
wife, experienced and reliable.
Service by experienced breeder each Monday, Wednesday
Also understands gas tractors Service Reserved
Fridai and
3 P.M. Fast TimeJ.
Saturday,
Care will be taken to prevent accidents but will not be respon-ibl- e
at
office
Inquire at
Parting with, or removing mare from the neighborhood forfeits insurshould any occur.
ance and season becomes due and payable at once, mare standing for same

$12.50 for Season, imnreirnator

S--

Murdoch
Dentist will be in
H.

S.

Roy Aug 4 to 10
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George Cochrane. Keener,

